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Foreword

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE)
Ais pleased to publish this paper as one of a series of monographs spon-sored by its Committee on Performance-Based TeacherEducation. Theseries is designed lo expand the knowledge base about issues, problems, ",and prospects regardin9

performance-based teacher, education as identifitdin the two papersop the state of the art developed by the Committee'
itself.l,2

C

Whereas these two papers aredeclarations,for which the COMMittee
accepts full responsibility, publication of thii mono9raph (and theothers in the PBTE Series) does not imply Association or Committee en-dorsement of the views expressed. It As believed; however',, that the
experience and - expertise of these individual authors,,as reflected'in'their writings, are such that their ideas are.fruitful additions to the
continuing dialogue concering performance=based teacher education.

Since,the beginning of the PBTE Project, the Committee has recognizedthe critical importance of involving representatives of teacher organiza-tions in its activities. The composition of the Committee itself reflectsthis concern-. Because the implementation of PBTE pro9rams includes thecontribution of school-based teacher educators, school personnel will beinvolved in teacher education programs. Therefore, the viewpoints and
concerns of teachers about-the application of ,PBTE to preservice and
inservice education programs need to be considered as such,programs aredesigned and implemented. The authors of-this monograph pvesent theviewpoints of two teacher organizations. While it is not the purpose ofthis monograph to preen the official positiOns of the American Federation
If Teachers and the Nati6nal Education Association about PBTE, it does setforth the views of these two organlzations as perceived by AFT and NEA'
staff members respectively. The Committee believes that these two papersmake an important contribution to theliterature about PBTE and that theywill provide further stimulation to the dialogue about this approach toteacher education.

AACTE acknowledges with appreciation the role of the National CenterforImprovement of Educational Systems (NCIES) of the' U.S. Office of Ed-ucation in the PBTE Project. Its financial support (provided through theTexas Educatiop Agency) as well as its professional stimulation, particularlythat of Allen Schmieder,
are major Contributions to the Committee's work.4

lStanley Elam .Performance -Based Teacher Education: What Is the
State of -the Art? (Washington, D.C:: .The American-Association of College;for Teacher Education, December 1971).

, ,

2AACTE Committee on Performance-Based Teacher Education, Achieving'
,the Potential of Performance-Based Teacher Education: Recommendations
,(Washington, D.C.: ,The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, February 1974).

0
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The Association acknowledges AO. the contribution of,meipbers of the

Committee* who served as readers of this paper. ,Spe4ial 'recognition is

dUe'lorrin Kennamer, Comnittee Chairmanl David R. Krthwohl, membs of

the ,Committee and Chairman of its Publications Task Force; and to 'Shirley

Bonneville and 'Jane Reno Of ,the Project staff for their contributions to

the development of this, publication.

Edward 'C. Pomeroy
Executive Director, AACTE

Karl Massanari
Associate Director, AACTE

and Director, PBTE 'Project
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Introductory Note,_ .

It would be.unfortunate if readers-were to conclude that a mono-graph's position in the series is an indication-of the importance the
CoMmittee.attached to any giveeftopic. For instance, evaluation, akey concern in MITE, was not covered in depth until the eleventh -inthis series. What, of course, most readers did not realizeis thatevaluation was among the first topics commissioned, but the project
could not be brought to fruition and we-had to start over. So it hasbeen with this topic. From its-very earliest discussions, our, Commit-tee has been concerned with the practicing teacherts view of-performance-based teacher education. Representatives of both AFT and NEA on theCommittee, Pat Daly'and Tommy Fulton, respectively, have been mosthelpful in assisting us in carrying through this, the second, but onlysuccessful effort, to put such:a monograph together. We are most gratefulto them.

These manuscripts, solicited from members of the of the' twomajoeunits representing teachers, describe the concerns that members
of the profession have about PBTE. A major underlying consideration, ofcourse, is its implications for initial certtfication and especially forthe periodic recertification-of

teachers which might easily follow"if
performance-based initial certification were to be successfully carriedout. This and other issues show in the manuscripts; and together provide
an excellent.overview of, the problems. Most readers will find many ofthe stateMents speak for them regardless of their' pcoitions, not justfor teachers.

Unlike previous manuscripts, which the Committee could publish or -not, depending on the quality of the manuscript submitted and the author's
willingness to accept suggestions, from the beginning we made a commitment
to the authors tp publish these manuscripts. While they have undergonethe same scrutiny, including suggestions to authors,,as previous manuscripts, authors were free to accept or reject all comments and sugges-tions. It should be noted, however, that they have been most-responsiveand appreciative of our comments.

Hopefully this monograph will lay further_tokrest some people'sinappropriate perception of the Committee as one attempting to persuadeeveryone to adopt PBTE. Members of the Committee vary in their opinionof PBTE, but agreelthat PBTE has positive potential and-it one of the
possible teacher education pedgram types that deserves development bythose-interested. The Committee has been fortunate in securing federal
funding that ifs intended to carry PBTE to the highest potential that
currently available techniques make possible. the attainment of thatgoal has been a major function of the Committee. But, unfortunately,as critics of PBTE often have noted, PBTE lends itself easily, to programsbased'only on teaching the simplest mechanical behaviors and those dealing,solely with cognitive behavior at that. A poorly developed, or ly halfdeveloped, PBTE program could easily be worse than the program it eplaces.Thus, most of our monographsj)haVe been intended to provide models or those



interested in PBTE, helpful material on problems of developing performance-

based programs,--and recommendations that would allow PBTE type programs

to attain their full`pltential.

At the same time,/however, we have issued statements opposing the

mandating of performance-based programs by state departments of education.

In<additton, we have published monographs critical of PBTE and pointing

out its weaknesses., From earliercPublished statements of the major teacher

associations, it was clear, that this monograph would be largely critical

of PBTE. Our continued commitment to publishing it is further evidence

of our efforts,to keep the dialogue balanced and the major issues evident

'for all to see. ,

1.
o

o

David R. Krathwohl, Member of the

PBTE Committee and Chairman of its

Task Force on Publications
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PBTE: VIEWPOINTS OVIIWO TEACHER OFRGANIZATIONg

PART ONE-
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V

Introductioh

There has beenmucrl said and Witten over the past five years on. the.phenomenon knoWn as performance- or 'competency-based education.* Yet, evenas the debate over the merits and the drawbacks of this particular approachto teacher education continues, states are encouraging -- even mandating-- that itbe adopted'and.manst education
schools are rushing to join thenew movement by changing their form of-teacher,preparation tofit the newthinking. Initially, performance 4proaches to teacher education 'Were

°embraced enthusiastically by almost everyone-who had ever.complained aboutthe inadequacies of teacher preparation, Only, teachers themselves, whohave also-complained about,thelhadequacy of their training .....'perhaps themost loudly -- have sounded a cautious note.' The cheering can till te. heard and the movement continues. to gain ground, but to'date2lts advocates,have very little in the way of educational imOovement to'show for theirlabT. ;

Despite Ale absehce of-proven success, at last count as many asthirty states had eipresed some form of interest iniinplementing perforMance7based. programs, including
everythingrifrom,supOorting 'a few trial projectsto mandating program.revision.1

Mostiteachers, onthk other hand, have
. remained skeptical, even hostile, to the approach. SChools of edudation -%take differing, views depending,, in some cases, on whetter they are leadersof the movement or'foot-draggers who have been forced to make the changeoveras a result of state mandate.. The most vocal and energetiesupporterscontinue to'be those federal bureaucrats, professors, and researchers Whohave defined their careers through an advocacy role and those politymakersAwho.like the ring of the competency jargon becauselielbonveniently fits'their political purposes..

'While all this beating of breasts and innovation goes'oni many ofthe basic questions remain,unanswered:
. .,, ,.

Why has this particylar foncof
teacher preparation become so-"popular so quiCkly, now?

\

- -

Whatis it? Does if have any definable sub either in .theory or practice?
0

, Will, it improve the qUality.of teaching and, if-not.what will?-,
a .

Any dismission which attempts to answer these questiqns must dealwith sit concept of what aoteacher is. 'Such a concept inevitably
.

0

O

c. a.

*The terms "performance",and "competency" will-be used interchangeablyin this paper.

1.`



(-1 incorporates assumptions about human nature; assumptions about what is

known and unknown in education; and assumptions about the degree to which

social and educational theories must or should be bent to fit political

and economic realities.
4

The rise ofthe perfor6ance movement has caused the conception of

the teacher to be defined broadly in two different ways. One way sees

the ideal teacher as a person who must'and does know enough about learning

processes, child development, curriculum,,and diagnostic techniques, to

make tntelligent choices in developing sound teaching strategies4o-fit

the infinite variety of learning situations he-or-she must either react -

to or create. This notion of the teacher, which is rooted mainlyAm the

humanism and pragmatism of philosophers like'llohn Dewey, presumes a faith

, in the teacher's ability to make. judgments, possess,knowledge, and adapt

to different situations.. It places its-main emphasis On,teackihg and

learning as.a process that involves continuous growth and adjustments.

tIt assumes an optiniistic faithin the poteptialities'apd abilities of

teachers as-professionalsa It acknowledies that the intelligeft judgments

of.orofessidnaTS must often be based on writhes which stem from the

knowledge they do have about education an' which recognize the limits.

s. .of that knowledge..,

The second broad view of what theeach is makes-an attempt to

outline the ideal teacher in specific, more lim ted terms. It conceptu-

alizes a good teacher in terms of models prodqc. by those who assume

knowledge of which skills or behaviorsi i.e., peff. ances or competencies,

are effective. These models, or collections-of idea zed skills, are .

thought to be'replicable to many learning situations. jbe.teacher in

this case simply molds his own behavior to fit the mo' 1 and supposedly

he becomes a professional. His own judgment is demeaned because, essentially,

this type of training, is. designed to make him "teacher2proof" or,
in

other words, to proieot him from what is assumed to be his own inherent

inadequacy. If he goes by the model or a list ofjirescribed skills, this

notion assumes, it may not matter much if he is ignorant, rigid, and lacks

judOnent because it is the external model or definition of competence

which is really prescribing what the teacher does. In this view the ideal

teacher is the product of model-building and he approaches the teaching

of his students in the same way because his own success will be measured

by the product of student achievement. The process of education as

evolving teacher-learner interaction defers to the product Of measurable

achievement as a goal brought about by teachers who are themselves products.

Quite obviously this concept of the.teacher takes a much more

pessimistic view of his capabilities. It says, in essence, that he will

do well only if he imitates somebody else's notion,of what constitutes

good teaching. It also assumes that educational research has advanced far

enough to provide him with a model of teaching behavior worth imitating

and to judge and dismiss all the Other views of teaching that exist. It

is this latter concept of teaching,. which owes its philosophical origins

to the behaviorist theoriespf.A.F. Skinner, on which-the competency

movement largely rests..

-4-



Interdependence determines the limits of quantitative measurements for, educational science.,That which can be measured is the specific, and that which is specific is that which can -beisolated. The prestige of measurements in physical science should not be permitted to blindus to a fupdampntal educational issue:
How for is education 'a matter of forming speCific skills' and:acquiring special bodies of information,Which are capable of isolated treatment? It is noanswer to say that a human being is always-Occupied

in acquiring a special skill or a specialbody of facts, if he is learning anything4t all. Thls is true. But the educational :ccueis what other things in the ways of desires, tastes, aversions, abilities and disabilities heis learning along with his specifid acquisitiohs.

The control of conditions demanded
by laboratory work leads to a maximum of isolation of .a few factors from other conditions.

The scientific result is rigidly limited to what isestablished with these other conditions excluded. In educdting individualities; no suchexclusion can.be had. The number of variables that enter in is.enormous. The intelligence ofthe teacher is dependent upon the extent in which he takes into account the variables that arenot obviously involved in his limmediate special task, Judgement in,such matters is of
qualitative situations and must itself be qualitatiVe.

The:parent and educator deal with situations that never repeat one another. Exactquantitative' determinations are far from meeting the 'demands of such situations, for theypresuppose repetitions and exact uniformities.
Exaggeration of their iMportance tends tocramp judgement, to substitute uniform rules foil the free play of thought. . .o

There is no such thing-as'a fixed and final set of objec'ti'ves, el/6n for tee time beingor temporarily. Each day of teaching ought to enable a teacher to revise'and bktter in somerespect the obj?ctives aimed at in previous work. .

The scientific content of edhcation consists of whatever subject-matter, selected fromother fields, e ables the educator,
whether administrator or teacher, to see and to thinkmore clearly and deeply about whatever he

is'doing.' Its value is not to supply objectivesto him, any more than it is to supply him with ready-made rules.
Education, is a mode oflife., of action. As an act ft is wider than science.

The latter, howeVer, renders thosewho engage in the act more intelligent, more' thoughtful, more aware of what they are about,and thus rectify and enrich in the future what they have been doing in the past. Knowledgeof the objectives which society actually strives for and the consequences actually attained .may'be had in some measure through a study of the social sciences, This knowledge mayrender educators more circumspect, more critical, as to what they'are doing. It may inspirebetter insight into what is going on ,here and now in the home or school; it may enable ateachers and parenta to look further ahead and judge on the basis'of'consequences in alonger course of developments. But it must operate through their 'own ideas, plannings,observations, judgements. Otherwise it is not educational science at all, but merely somuch. sociological information, .

The sources of educational.scjence are any portions -of ascertained knowledge thatenter into the heart, head and hand of educators, and which, by entering in, render theperformanceof the educational function more enlightened, more humane, more truly educationalthan it was before. But there is no way to discover what is 'more truly educational.- exceptby the continuation of the educational act itself, ,The discovery is never made; it isalways making. It may conduce to immediate ease or momentary efficiency to seek an answerfor questions' outside of education, in some material which already has scientific prestige.But such a seeking is
an abdication, a surrender.' In the end, it only lessens the chancesthat education in actual operation will provide the materials for an improved science. Itarrests growth; it prevents the thinking that it the final source of all progress, EdUcationit by its nature an endless circle or spiral. It is an activity which includes-science

',within itself. In its very process it sets more problems to be further studied, which
,then react into the educative process to change it still further, and thus demand morethought, more science, and so on, in everlasting sequence.

(From The Sources of a' Science of Education.
by John Dewey, pp. 64-77.)

-5-
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If these two concepts of the teacher form the parameters fordebate

over the value of differentiorms of teacher education the next question

then becalms: why has either view gAjned the ascendency at.any particdlar

time? Why are educators so enamoredlof performance- or competency-based

approaches today, particularly when only yesterday the philosophies of

open education and informal schooling were having their-second heyday?

The answer lies partly in the Vulnerability of education to the trend-

setting of politically - motivated fads.

It is unfortunate that, since-the beginning of the public school

s tem, new ideas for the school have usual4 had more to-do with politics

and nomics than with education. For example, in the garly nineteenth

centur, it was the Lancastrian system's use of large numbers of students

to teach ther than employing additional teachers that made public

education the p. In the 1910's and 1920's, the'Gary Plan, based on an

industrial pla ion system and year-roupd schools, was designed to get

maximum efficienc and productivity out of the "school plant." \In the

mid-1960's when ever ne.accepted the idea that schooling was good and

spending money was pol 'cally popular,..al'Y kinds of new compensatory

programs were funded under he. Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Only a few years ago, when th good shifted to skepticism, perfo 'ante

contracting became the tool of a new crop of%budget-cutters. Today their

pet project is accountability, which. fn many states hides behind-the mask

of competency-based teacherjducation and certification.

Part of the reason for this hasto do with the tendency of any

educational system to mirror the national mood, but part of it can also

be attributed to the fact that we do not really know very much-about

education. Educational research suffers from all of the pitfalls and

vagaries of any-social science and this inherent weakness is compoubded

by the fact that the research community has been historically fragmented

ana isolated from the practical world of the schools. As a result,

research and researchers tend to follow the faddish swings of popula'r

prograMs in order to stay in business rather than to concentrate-on

discoveries of substance which might give educators something solid to

build on. And, because educators-have little solid to build on, what

happens in the schools simply continues to follow political trends.

The current focus dn,teachers (and we shall discuss the contemporary.

reasons for this focus shortly) is given added legitimacy by'the historical

failures of teacher education; failures,of'which teachers are well aware..

Whas been well-documented (Broudy, Conant, Dreeben, Koerner, Smith) that,

among professionals, teachers are subject to less rigorous preparation.

Education schools tend to have lower entry requirements than liberal arts

colleges and education departments within liberal arts colleges are'

generAly thought to be "easier" than others. Frequently, teachers in

training receive less in the way of a broad liberal arts background and '

often the-liberal arts subjects they do take,are concentrkted in the social

sciences. Most education schools do not have research arms and those that

do rarely require that all prospective teachers receive research training.

The length of the training period is short and usually the field experience

requirements are both inadequately 'supervised and. unsatisfactorily woven,

into the total preparation program.

-6-
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Lack of integration and breadth characterize manyaspects of the,pre-service experience. Teachers may be plug* into-courses whit* supposedly,teach 'them how to teach reading, for example, and beegiven simple exposureto a few commercially developed programs or a limited range df teohniqueswithout ever confronting the whole scope of approaches known or the varietyof educational philotophies which back them dp. In the end; the-result islackpof rigorous training.

4t
If these are the overall characteristics

of'public.education andteacher preparation'which set the stage fordramas.like the competency-4based movement, there are many more specific ones that were ushered inwith the. Nixon era in 1966. If we can assume tbat our tack of knowledgeabout education makes politics the prime deterAlnant of what goes on in°the schools, the politics of the Nixon-Ford era should p ovide us witha good part of the reason for the popularity of competenc a$ed education.

Section I'
AO

to
The Political OriginS of the'tompetency Movement.

Alhost everything that has happened in education since the first Nixonadministration'came into office has something to do with two closelyinterconnected notions: 1) theidea that the pdblic'schools are failingand 2) a.commitment to the belief that beCause the schools are failingthey shout be given less money, these two phenomena, when combined with'the demographic shifts coming from declining student enrollment, havetended to focus on teachers much of the critical attention given to publiceducation. To many educational decision makers, teachert are now thoughtof.as "to blame" for low student achievement, as "too expensive," and asconstituting a "surplus" of costly personnel.. A thorough discussion ofthese factors will shag how performance- or competency-based education hasbecome one way,for the federal and state governments to deal with allthese prejudices.

0

To begin with, thoilgh the idea may be originating with a vocal andeducated elite, there is a growing feeling that the schools are failing.Even though the Gallup Poll indicates year after year (according to the1974 poll 64% of public school parents gave the schools an "A" or a "B",rating and only 3% thought them to be failirig)4 that the-public thinks'the schools are doing a better than average job, the media continue to..hammer away at what the public opinion makers think to be all of theschools' failings.

The first soundings of this attack were actually heard ,in the early1960's when critics of the schools like John Holt, Jonothan Kozol, NatHentoff, and Edgar Z. Friedenberg began publishing books which portrayedschools-as grim fortresses of regimentation and conformity staffed withboring, insensitive teachers. In the view of these writers, the schoolswould do better if only the present teachers
could_be replaced with superiorpeople more like themselves. These"writers and others like them receivedmuch-attention ft:0m the media and,.by the end of the decade, their views



were widely regarded as gospel among those who considered themselves

enlightened on educational issues.

At the same time as academics and intellectuals were'picking upthis

view and spreading it, the
complementary notion that what really needed

to be done was to wrest power from those now staffing and controlling the

schools began to gain a foothold. In the late 1960's, big spenders like

the Ford Foundation began putting large sums of money'into exploring ways

to decentralize large urban school systems. Play4ng'on the dissatisfactions

of the urban minorities and the poor whoere witnetsing the failures of

pjomised but undelivered school integration, these pacesetters began to

encourage the breakup of large city systems'bremphasizing the importance

of local 6ontrolof schools, restoring faith in the neighborhood school

concept, and revitalizing the idea thatschools reflect the culture of

their surrounding neighborhoods even if that might mean homogeneity and

parochialism. Together, the school critics and moneyed urban liberals were

pushing,the view that the schools were no good and that what needed,to be

changed was the people in them and.the way they are controlled. .

,

.

.

The debge over school quality, which these developments started,-

, , was pickedWand carried on by an education public which,-ironicaTly, owed

1 ,

itsfability to be critical of education to the success of the very schoolt

-from ilhich,ft had cope to expect-so much. .As literacy has risen in this

country, the generaPpopulgUs hes become better equipped to criticize the

source of its liter cy: the-public schools. As a' result, teachers have

moved from the pasi ion of being part of a very sma l elite that'was looked

o up to b 'the rest of society to one-in Whi,ch,they a e regarded simply as D

equals o even among tHeless educated in'very many communities.

The innovatiais syndrome in education his not dded anything, but
,

'suspicion to the current skepticism over the schools' performance. Parents

and the public at large can iJ4 justifiably dubious a out the value of a

school system that each year proclaims that-some new educational program

will provide the answer to school failure. As more nd more hardware,

software, and curriculum packagesshave been produced by commercial -

educationists, the innovations cycle has speeded up q the point where

one program is barely established than another has arrived to take its

place. What this merry -go- round of ideas and programs does is simply to

increase the public's wariness about school substance and its doubts that

anything very meaningful is really known about education.

The lack of public confidence in edUcation stemminefrom all-of these

developments was given an additional push by the appearance in the jate '°

1960's of a number of widely publicized studies questioning school

effectiveness. E ualit 'of Educational Opportunity, more commonly known

as the Coleman Repor ; nequa ity; annd e more recent studies of the

International Association for-the Evaluation of Educational Achievement,

all raised questions about the relative importance of school when compared

with other factors that *, influence educational achieveent such as./

socioeconomic and home background. Although these studies have been widely

questioned and reinterpreted, their impact on the educational.public has

been profound. They have given academic weight to the predisposition of

many to question the-value of the schools -- a predisposition created by

all of the other factors'discussed above.
es

s

S
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W ther or not the public's faith in its schooli has been shaken forgood rea ens -- assuming that the'doubts of the media and politicians arereflective of some.degreemof
heightened skepticism among the public -- onethtng'is ce tain: the present Atmosphere is aving definite repercussionsin the realm of educational politics. The questions being raised over the ,value of public education and, in turn, the, effectiveness of teachers aredirectly behin' moyes toward accountability at the state and local levels. Ifthe public is - 4ar is perceived to be -- suspicious and doubtful, thenefficiency and p 'ductivity concerns become the easiest, most logical, .response of politi fans.

. It really is n surprtse, given the fiscal concerns of the present'administration and t heightened preoccupation with economy at th levelof most state and 10.6 .governments; that-accountability with its ystemsmanagement, measurement and productivity goals jias attracted so m chattention rewntly. It s not the first time that the drive'towarefficiency 'hts led social scientists to push business models front and '-center nor.is it the first time that deCision makers have been willihg -topick' them up and use them - a fact which Raymond Callahan has clearlypointed out in his book, Edu ation and the Cult of.Efficienc

The most recent interes in such business-based notions as programming,planning, and budgeting (PPB), rformance contracting; and their accompanyinginput-output models may trace bask to the early
implementation of managerial'techniques in RobertlIcNamara's Pe tagon during the Kennedy and Johnsonyears. The use of these technique

,was apparently: well-received and soonspread.to.other agencies of the fed ral government, including the,Departmentof Health, Education and Welfare.J.-Myron Atkin and James. D. Rath tracethe migration of these tools to the s ate level and into teacher education:

0

While the current political
some'of,the power of federal agenc
program'planning and management dev
have migrated to the individual stat
that at a time when Washington.offici
skeptical about the Advantages of plan
systems and operations research, parttc
sphere, state :legislatures and state ex

° sustain undiminished enthusiasm for the

ood in America diminishes
*es, the techniques of
loped in Washington, then,
s. It is somewhat ironic
is have become somewhit
ing programming budgeting
larly in the social

utive departments
.

echniques. One reasonfor the disparity between Washington and he state governments

based-teacher education idea, ith its focus on the school'product of

agehcies withjmanagerial approaches, they are certainly right in seeinga new state interest in them. Much of the attraction of the competency-
wr

method fodeveloping a seemingly rational plan for executive
dand legislative decision- making that seems to require a reduction

laws are passed in the various state legislatures partly as a

maybe that Washington agencies have had mere experience. Buti

While Raths and Atkin may be wrong about the disenchantment of federal

it s also probably a fact that the managertql techniques are'used as much to cut costs as to improve policy. Accountabilitye

Of expenditures.i

-9-
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measured achievehlentl is due to its direct theoretical and practical

relationship to the accountability movement.

Along with money and 'a new focus on federalited decision making

reflected in such ideas as revenue'sharihg, accountability has,moved

to the state level. And; because teacher education-and certification

are traditionally areas of state Authority, it is only n4tural,that

we should find accountability emergingjn the'form of buOness'.4nd

measurement-based reforms in teacher training. In short, the "new

federalism".and its accompanying emphasis on state decision making has

moved into educ4tion.in many forms: one of them it teacher preparation.

The money problems of states and the resulting interest in accdunt-,

-ability and competency-based'teacher education !Jaye been given4.added

impetus by the questions now being raised °regarding statewide funding

formulas anthe inequities arising from great. variations in school

-district tax bases. .Many states are faced with numerous court cases

related to their distribution mechanisms and this nroblein comhoundS their

_.discomfoq over, school funding. Whet better way is there to take up the.

gauntlet against these multiple pressures-thy to find a cheap answer

within the traditional realm of stateouthority: teacher certification?

The.politic4l thrust,of the competency movement also brings up

questions relating to the ialue and meaning of job-qualifying credentials.

Education as a basis for job qualification is under attack from those

using the intellectual arguments presented iii'Christopher Jencks and

company in Inequality.and bytvar'Berg in Education, the Great Training

Robbery. Essentially these authors argue Chat education level has very-

little to do with job performance and accomplishment. Those wishing to,_:,

undermine credential systems based on education simply use these analyses 4.f,

to claim that such systems need'reexamin4tion and overhauling,. Because

hiring educated people mites the cost level of education, these notions

give academic legitimacy to'those searching for arguments to justify any

measures that will provide for the hiring of less expensive and,'consequently,

less educated people. The coins have added the weight of such decisions

as Griggs v. Duke-Powei Company which rule against 4e value of job-qualifying

tests as true measures of predicted,job.performance.4 The overall thrust

of these.decisios and.arguments haspeen to throw out measures of

'.qualification rather than. perfectingor adding to those 'education -based

requirements that now exist. Concerns for proportional or quota hiring

of individuals on the basis of such ascribed characteristics as race or

sex rather than achieved qualifications simply reenforces the sweep of

thinking away' from the traditional education-based, method of training,-- no

matter.how little is knownhof the value of the newer app oaches.

Not to be Onored in this scenario of pressure'sis. e growing,

popularity of behaviorismin the social sciences: The assumptions

behaviorism makes aboutour ability to. measure virtually all aspects of

teaching and learning provides the theoretical underpinnings for attempts

to look at teaching in terms of highly specific and supposedly measurable

skills. Behaviorists believe that student achievement can be related to

20
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isolated teaching skills.orroups of skills which have been cluster -d forpurposes of accomplishing a specific task. The claim that this can e,or should be, done has-been attacked,. of course; but, given the pres.,ntinterest in measurement, most of those who raise questions are scarcelyheard. One such critic, Harry S. Broudy, suggests, for example, that
0

. .-not \the performance but the state ormind. we call understa ding
is the crucial 'productA here. No single oiservable behavior islikely to be sufficient proorof such adequacy, for a state of m ndis nottexpressible, except under extraordinary circumstances, ina single observable behavior. Skinner qiiite rightly doesn't. worr

---"0 about whether pigeons understand what they are doing so long as
they do it. If, however, the way,a situation is perceived orinterpreted is in any way an 4nportant ingredient of teaching orlearning, then verbal ehAviof or any other covert behavior, may'not be sufficient indicators of either successful teaching oro learning.. In other words, performance-based teaching is in dangerof capturiq everything except what is most signiMant in manykinds of 'learning, viz., significance.°

Thugs such as these have terely received acknowledgment fromthekcomPetency enthuOasts since they require a much more complex
interpretation of,what teaching is all about.

In the midst of-this politiCal and theoretical reduction of theimportance of schools and ,the'meaning of teaching comes still another
factor forcing the'- reexamination of teacher education .demographic .changes and the'so-called "teacher surplui." Now that the post World War.If baby boom children have passed through and outof the school system,-the schools areexperiehcing a marked declinein'enrollment. Becauseschool boards have'chosen to cut staffs rather than deploy them so as toimprove the personnel resources, of schools, there are noW many moreteachers than there are jobs. Some experts have estimated, in fact,that if,teachee education schools keep turning out students at the samerate as at present, there may'shortly be two teachers for every availablejob.6 . %

One side of effectof this job picture has been the tendency ofteachers who have jobs to :stay put and this, in turn, has meant a generalrise in average teacher salaries -- cause for concern amongZmoney-minded
school boards and all the more reason for them to seek oa-new programswhichMight provide a rationale for stimulating staff turnover and bringinin newer, less expensive people. Because the competency-based approacheshave. clear implications for' the possibility of new recertification as wellas certification mechanisms, school boardt are anxious to have education
schools-qake them seriously.

,

The education schools themselves haVe moved quickly to greet the,new interest in competency -based teacher education. Given their continuifailure to adequately prepare teachers and their need for some modusvivendi that will enable them to keep operating in this period of demogra'crlinch, many teachdr education cbllegeg'have jumped at the opportunity toget on the.new-bandwagon-rather
than switch their energies to in-service

9,
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educationwhich would probably make more sense. 'Many of these schools

have opted todvertise their interest in the new thinking ai one way

of trying to insure survival.

Competency -based teacher education is clearly an idea whose time

has come. /Whether or not it is a good idea is a question that seems to

get lost behind all of the political and economic pressures it has going

for it.. Nor is .it likely that serious- thought will be given to the real

meaning,of teaching it espouses when the fotsces of "new freralism,"

accountability, efficiency, anticredentiating;.and.behavi rism combine

to push,virtually all thinking on teacher education in one direction.

Given all pf.this'preisure, there is at9east one course of action

which competency'advocates owe the public before,launching,into full

scale implementation of programs: further research. For if competency

approaches are to be tried, the least its supporters should,be held

responsible for is some evidence that they have a positive-effect through

teaching; on the way children grow And learn... The public,deserves.some

clearer understanding of what the Whole-idea is about --'not only in theory,

buin the way it has been implemented by those who extol its virtues.

'One question' id whether there]is any substance in practig to back up all

the talk aboutimproved Verformance,and better teaching. nother question

is whether, if the method does have substance, it is the k nd of substance

we want to concentrate on. Answers to these questions sho ld have a

bearing on decisions regarding how widely competehcy'approaches should be

practiced as well as on what other teacher training ideas might be worth..

trying. ''

Section II

The Competedcy Doctrine Spelled Out -- Abstract

Ddfinitions and Program Realities

7
'One. of the,problems in defining any broad-based social change .

'movement is that each group At interest tends to have its own notion of

what constituies,the true gospel. The competency movement is no exception.

Consdquently, its meaning is diluted considerably by the fact that every

interested party has some special idea of what it really means or should

mean. What started as a fairly specific idea, with firm attachments to

behavioral psychology, has taken on a new rhetoric that attempts to include

the affective domains as well as the cognitive ones. The move to broaden,

the definition has received added impetus from the hovering threat of

college-tnitiated court actions based on academic freedom and the grim

implications the competency doctrine -holds for liberal education. What

remains a real question is whether or not these attempts to stretch the

definition can work or whether they are just so much public relations

rhetoric. A look at some of the programs should provide the answer.

Before analyzing any definition it helps to know who is doing the

defining. Among the current popularizers of the approach are such

-12-
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'organizations as the Multi-State Consortium on Performance-Based Education(led by.Theodore Andrewsroa New York State Education Department official),
the National Commission on'Performance-Based Education (sponsored by the

'.Educational Testing Service and funded to date by the Rockefeller BrothersFoundation), the National Consortium on CBE Centers, the American Associationof Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) and,'of course, the Office of
Education,' which can be counted onto join, and to lead any bandwagons ineducation (especially the Teacher Corps division and the National Center
for' he'Improvement of, Educational Systems). The National Institute of
Education is continuing to put money into research in this area (1.7

4 million in the,0976 budget). Among the vested interests behind thesevarious organizations are state education department staffs; some college
professors, particularly those involved in teacher'education research;certain teacher training institutions which want to carve out a role forthemselves; federal bureaucrats seeking to make some mark in education;and major foundations who are willing to back up all the rest with cash.(See Table 10

One of the widely known definitions of competency-based educationemerging from this group is the one pint forward by Stanley Elam in thefirst of a long series of monographs on,the subject published by the AACTE.
In. Performance- Based Teacher Education, What is the State ofthe Art?Elam says that a program isperformance-based if i) the competencies
(knowledges, skills,and behavior)-to be demonstrated are derived from
explicit conceptions pf teacher roles expressed in such a way as to allowfor assessment of a student's behavior; 2) the assessment of competenciesperformed is based on explicit criteria related -to specific conditions
and specific competencies; 3) such assessment attempts to be objective,
includes evidence of a student'A knowledge, and uses performance as theprimary source of evidence,; 4) the rate of progress through a program isbased on competency rather than time or course completion; and 5) theinstructional program is oriented toward the evaluation and achievementof specified competencies. Elam also emphasizes that these definitions,
processes, and expectations should be made public before a program isput into operation.

Among the other definitions being tossed about is one put forward
by Allen Schmieder in another 'AACTE monograph. He says that performance-
posed teacher education is:

A teacher education program where the learning outcomesand the indicators acceptable as evidence of the realization
of these outcomes, is specified and made public. (This typeof program is sometimes used as the basis for 'certificationof new teachers.) Learning outcomes may be evidenced at:

1. The knowledge level (the result of interacting with
"protocol" materials),

2. The skill level (the result of interacting with
"training" materials),

3. The output level (the result of interacting with
"integrating" materials),

4. The performance level (the behavior of the teacher),
5. The consequence level (the behtvior of the pupils).?

-13-
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CBTE PROJECTS; BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY AND -USOE EXPENDITURE*

,7

Project/Group

Elementary Teacher Education Models

(research)

National Consortium of CBTE Developers

(Teacher Corps)

Southern Consortium
(Teacher Corps)

Multi -State COnsOrtium
ESEA)

leadersh*Training Intt tute

;( NCIES)

Task Force
( NCIES)

Type of Activity

Total USOE
Expenditure,

1967. to

January 1,973):

Phase I planning; Phage 11 feasibility $ 3,000,000

studies! to design 10 new models of ,

teacher educatiOn

ftectors,:of Models Project currently 250,000

focusinvon_development; providing
leadership

Developing local models andlisseminatihg% somo:
ahem to small colleges interested in CBTE.

.
_

Committee on National Program
Priorities (research)

Texas State Pro.ject (NCIE)_'

Studying implications of state certification

and-training programs; developing management

systems

Developing.teaoher centers (now renamed CBTE 200,000.

Centers) at sites of Model Project Directors;

devetoping materials '

PrOmOting "national dialogue" on CBTE;
disseminatinglinformation; assisting in

program implementation

`Developing five-year national CBTE program .60,000

50,0011.

w.4

The Cbmmittee on PerforMance-

Based TecherrEdOcationi (NCIES)

Teacher Corps Program Development
SpecialistS

Technical Assistaime

DeveIepingstagrviide.impiementation of CBTE

American Association of Colleges for Teacher

i.EdUcation serving as ;clearinghouse of

inforMation I

.

Teat* Corps staff deVelopment and
imOteMentation of CBTE component

Special projects witii'Teach r Corps; 800;60

natidnal and regional confe, ences .

1,500,00°

400;900

.4,04000

. ,

* "Competency Based Teacher Education," by
Phyilis D. Hamilton, prepared for the'U.S. Office of

'Education by Stanford Research Institute,
Menloe Park California, July, 1973, p. 12.

-14-
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.the National,Commission on Performance-Based Education, CcollectibM of%

.public figures, teacher organiiation representatives, and researchers isstill trying to come up with a definition of,competency, a prOblemittmembers continued to2grapple with at their February 1975 meeting.8 ,9
.

..
,

If one can wade through the professional jargon -- language intendedto awe-inspire'and confound the uninitiated over what are really verymundane thoughts, most of this its nothing'More than an attempt to char-
acterize teaching and all of-its various intangible aspects in terns ,ofwhat some think can be measured'and controlled. All of the/talk about
explicitness, objectivity, and outcomes presumes, ddspite evidence,to
the contrary, that teaching can be analyzed scientifically ifjeis,broken down into a multiplicity of definite observable pieces.

.

,

Some competency advbtates have attempted to deal with the criticism
that the movement is tryin6 to oversimplify and overmeasure. teaching, by reducing it to the observable, more cognitive isiatctt of a'teacher'sactivity. Vincent Gazzetta, a' New York State Education Department official,has argued, for example, that New York state's definition of &potency-.based education incorporates both the measurable, skill aspects of teachingas-well as its more intangible affective elements. He says that the
definition being°used by the state:

. . . ddes not preclude the preparation of dull, grey robots ,but neither does it restrict the preparation of professional
staff whose competencies are embedded in descriptive termssuch as joy, zest, curiousity, awe, wonder or humor. I've
identified both ends of the continuum and have done so
(:surposefully. New York's definitibn of a competency-based
ystem must be able to,,accommodate both ends as well as

. everything in between.

In suggesting that broader programs:that give weight to the affectivedomain can indeed fit New York state's requirement that competency,
based programs be defined in terms of "skills, kmowledges and attitudes,"Gazzetta goes on to say: a

Granted there are problems'oc'assessment and evaluation inherentin such a programl but I am told there are many programs of'
preparation in New York that fully embody the humanistit approachand have ddhe so for years.. It seems reasonable to me to 'assume
that if "humanistic concerns" were and are the focus of programsthen, in some way; the program knows What it expecta and has waysof knowing whether its expectations are being met. lu

The problem is that the affective end of Gazzetta's continuum *includesqualities which simply are not measurable. The competency-behavioral shoewill not stretch to fit all aspects of teaching. We can predict that
competency advocates will be forced to either make claims for their systemwhich it cannot fulfill and thereby engage in hyprocrisy or they will beforced to give lip-service to affective concerns while-concentrating their.real energies on the technical aspects of teaching. A look at some college
programs should indicate whether or not this prediction,is true.

N

-15-
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The initiative of 611 es in taking up performance-based teacher

education as a basis for developing new programs has come from essentially

two sources: Some have done it largely because of state're9uii=ements in

the form of laws or mandates and others have been attracted to it because,!'

they want to be leaders in the new movement. It is useful tp look at

examples of both types of programs since, the Pressures, motiVations, and

resources involvedn developing them, are quite different.

Thirteen sample performance -based programs-are discussd in an AACTE

monograph called Performance-Based Teacher Education PrograMs: A '

Comparative Description", These programs are good representative examples

of what the leaders of the competency-based movement mind since

Gall but two of them received some. sort of federal state, or'Joundation

funding in theiedevelopmental stages arid since AACTE.choseto highlight

hem. (Weber State College, for example, received a $20991000 grant from

the-Carnegie Foundation. This enabled the college's entire education

Jaculty, to take off seven months to.develop the program.) The Monograph-

makes a number of generalizations about these programs rather than dealing'%

with each one in detail, but such generalizations.serve as goodindicators

of what vanguard teacher education colleges in the performance-based field

are doing.

Activities carried on in these programs are'quite similar.

All,have some kind of instructional package which requires

decision-making, self-actualization, and individualized work

on,the part of the student. Variations are found in the

quahtity of packages available, the way they are sequencede

and the number and type required, i.e. proficiency modules

which are combined intoelarger units called clusters. This

arrangement is similarcjor SUCB (State University College at

Buffalo), TCCU (Teachers College, Columbia University), and

BYU (Brigham Young University). WSC's (WebeeState College's)
Wilkits are.developed around a number of objectives which are

combined into one Wilkit. UTEP's (University of Texas') program

is diviOed into three cores into which are programmed instructional,

modulesil The number of the materials vary as do the expected

outcomes. Most are,in terms of teacher performance, althougti

some attempt to specify-outcomes in Perms of pupil activity.11

Though it is almost impossible to know what all of this means in

terms of substance, one thing is certain: specification and measurement

*e high priorities. 'A few samples of the tinds of "objectives" these

ftograms try to employ make this even clearer, especially those pathetically

attempting to deal with the affective domain: '

o

e Codnitive Objective: The-student will be able to write; in

a class setting without the use of aid, a definition of the

term operant conditiontng-which is adjudged accurate. (Knowledge

criteria are applied in assessing competence.)

Affective. Objective. The student will demonstrate his'concern

for persons in the lower socioeconomic groups byyoluntarily

spending at least two hours per, week working in a social service'

-16-
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agency. (Betause of the nature of.the
affective-domain,'measurementcriteria in this area are not usually discussed in advance with the

student;' should they be, the-objective might be thoUght-Of as an
expressive objective; performance criteriaare used ,Y

0
. . ,

Psychomotor Objective. The student will demonstrate his competency
,by writing ten words on the chalkboard in sucfra manner that-three
impartial judges agree that a minimal level of performance has 04en
accomplished. (Performance criteria are used to determtne-misterM

(

Demonstrative Objective. The student will'demonsthte one competency
in the indirect teaching approach by the following: given ,a ,'subject.._and one day to prepare a fifteen minute lesson, the student will
present said lesson in ,such a manner as to manifest Odirect teaching
behaviors as defined in the FTanders interaction analysis system.,
(The objectivefis the demonstration of teaching behaviors; performance
criteria are-applied in assessing mastery.)

Consequential Objective., The student will demonstrate one competency-
-in teaching mathematics.by the following: gfven three eight-year-

0 old pupils who have not mastered division by one digit, the student
will successfully teach said pupils-division tr one digit in a period ''
of not less than three weeks; success is described as ninetY-percent-4,
accuracy upon the part of.twof the-three pupils; (The objective °
is the demonstration of changes in pupil.behavior; product criteria
are applied Massessing competence.) . ,

Expressive Objectivf. The student will visit AT4home of'each of.
his pupils at least elite during theschool years. -

Such "objectives",hardly'make for breadth and depth,' The narrowmeasurement. emphasis is-so crudely drafted that any teacher or prospective.
teacher who took it seriously would be indicat4ng crucial ignorance of a
number of areas that aftett learning. What if the three students learning
math, for example, come to school hungry eVery morning, have parefts who
are constantly fighting, share a household withefive'other'children, and
are nearsighted but have no glasses? Might these factors not affect their
ability to learn division by one digit in three weeks time? How should-
the extra time reqUired be estimated? For what should the teacher be ,

held responsible in such an instance? Objectives such as these are simply ,

ludicrous and educators who propose'them simply make a mockery of the
Orofession.k And these ideas,,it'must be remembered, are coming-from peoplewho have extra time and money to think about the meaning of teaching.

o

Sample-assessment procedures coming from these schools are equally
shallow -and simplistic. Part of the student assessment form from Western
Washington State College in Bellingham, Washington has a section on
"interadtion," for example. Students are rated on a three-measure scale
including the categories "hot demonstrated," "minimum level," and "advancedlevel" on such items as the following:

-17-



Individualizes

by preassessing pupil abilities
preassess both tompetence and perceived purpose

by redesigning strategies after assessment
including three sets of plans for.different pupils

Interacts with Pupils to Elicit Specified Behavior, i.e. --

Elicit evidence that pupils accept or value task

pupils change from accepting to valuing task

Elicit frequent, appropriate responses
obtain comprehension-level responses Alp
,least half of pupils within 30 minutes"

Where does such-a scale give room for the individual differences of the

pupils being taught dr the school conditions in which instruction takes

place or the comprehension level at which the students started or any

infinite variety of other facters that might enter into a teaching-learning

situation?

If this is the kind of thinking that money is being spent on in

teacher education, it might be interesting to look at i few programs

developed in New York state where, by state mafidate, all colleges must

restructure their teacher training programs along competency-based lines

withogt supplementary funds. With the exception of twelve trial projects

which had to share a meager $100,000 this year, no-college in the state

has been provided with extra funds to aid in the development of new programs.

raculties have not been given adequate time for planning and public school

teachers involved in the planning process have not been given either

,,released time or payment for their efforts.

Some colleges, like Queens College of the City University of New

York, have simply imported much of their thinking from somewhere else.

The Queens program for a Master of Science in Education degree calls for

an assessment plan developed by the University of Toledo competency-based

program.14 (Curiously, while colleges like Queens are picking up the

thinking of leaders in the movement such as the University of Toledo,

these same universities are going through a reanalysis of their original

suggestions. This will be pointed out more specifically later in the

paper.)

Among the evaluation tools included in the Tcledo'system are: con-

ferences, cumulative records, demonstration, examinations, interviews,

observations, operation performance, questionnaire techniques, reports,

self-appraisal, sociometric techniques, special assignments and exercises;

and peer-group evaluations.' While Queens claims that these are the

assessment devices its faculty will use, the discussion of individual

competencies often includes little more in the way of suggested evaluation

than "Assessment by classroom instructor or reader."



At'f r the competenCies
themselves: Queens College has managed totransiatq. verything from the study, of Plato to the organization' of blocksinto comlietency terms. A sample competency in the graduate foundations

program might include, the following, for example:

COMPETENCY

O

CONDITIONS

Student under-
stands major
assumptions and/
or beliefs of 3
`philosophers of
education who
lived prior to
1900

Give a 1,500
word take homp
essay

O

BEHAVIOR CRITERIA

student ana- (1)
lyzes sections
concerning ed-
ucation in
Books 6° & 7 of
Plato'S' Repub-
lic
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ASSESSMENT

gives ex- Classroom
amples of instructor
the 4 in- and/or reader
tel lectural

activities
discussed in
the section
concerning the
line.

(2) summarizes' the

al legory of the
cave and gives
two arguments
showing how tile
notions of "con-
version" and
"blindness when
suddenly confronted
with truth" 'do not
apply to his students.
states 2. ways in

which Plato's view
of mathematics and its
relation to science
differs from that of
a typical 20th century
scientist.

(4) states 3 ways in which
Plato's view of -th,e

curricululk, role of .

the teacher and the
freedom of choice
possessed by the child
differs from the views
of an open classroom
advocate on the same
3 topics.

AcCeptable - student
performs 3'of the
aboVe tasks

(3)



Thankfully, block-building does not lend itself ak_easily to such mutilation

as the liberal arts. 4
0

The Queens College program uses hundreds and hundreds of such

competencies with varying degrees of specificity. The possibility th4

sucka program will be "in danger of capturing everything except that

which is most significant in many kinds of learning,' to use Harry

Broudy's observation, seems very great. The observers, the evaluatorS,

any the performers themselves might well become so engrossed in the act

b performance that the meaning of what they are doing will be lost.
t-51:*

The problems of measurement emerge even more clearly when some of

these programs attempt to deal with "performance" on the formulation of

"attitudes." Because the New York-state mandate calls for defining

competencies in terms of "knowledges, skills, and attitudes,"- Some

colleges have actually attempteto formulate competency attitudes. City

College in New York City places the competency "understands meaning of.

citizenship in a democracy" under the classification "attitude." The

"demonstrable behavior associated with the competency" is that the teacher

"fosters .a sense of responsibility and participation among children." At

least the drafters of this incredible example of vaguerkss and rhetoric

had. the sense not to try coming up with anything precise in the way of

evaluation. The "assessment-procedurelisted calls primarily for staff

observation without giving any idea whats2everof what is to be observed.

Another "attitude" requires that the prospective teacher "demonstrate

respect for and awareness of other cultures and different ethnic groups."

The "demonstrable behavior" required is that the teacher "avoid cliches

during instruction" and "show awareness of and respect for other cultures."15

Once again the assessment procedure depends primarily on observation. Since a.

everyohe,knows that even today's most agent racists tend to avoid using

ethnic cliches, the presumed connection between Memonstrable behavior"

aneachieved "attitude" seems totally Wounded.

The examples are endless and the pattern is the same. A York College

competency Program, for example '4 calls for competencies like the following:.

Critical Evaluation' Assessed by

s
Condiiiilks and Behavior

Given a stated math
objective and a spec-
ified group of children,
the student teaches the'
prepared lesson using
instructional aids to
develop the concept

The observed lesson.
reflects adherence to
the prepared lesson
plan previously eval-
uated, involves active
participation by the
children, and results
in achievement of the
stated objective '

College, teacher



Given 5 types of standard-
ized reading tests (read-

iness, achievement, diag-
nostic, oral, study skills),
the student administers one
of each to his or her peers.

,

Follows manual direc- College pro-
tions accurately in fessors observe
regard to test admin= test administra-
istration, scoring, tion, check
and interpretation; scoring, and
writes a report evaluate written
citing results, inter- reports16
pretation, and impli-.
cations for reading
instruction based on
each test

If there is any real difference between the New York programs andthe others discussed here:it may be in theinevaluation-or assessmentprocedures. Some of the colleges which haye led in the field or haveattempted to adhere more closely to the doctrine of competency have beepmore venturesome in their efforts
to.relate teaching competency to studentperformance with or without any meaningful tools for doing this. Many ofthe New York programs and other programs developed without any resourceshave on the other hand. used the Tanguage of competency in outliningwhat'it is their students should be able to do but, have side-stepped the

evaluation-question by deferring to college faculties and public schoolstaffs in assessing. the prefress of student teachers. What these collegeshave donelis to make attempt's at specificity without developing criteria1.meaningfuI in terms of evaluation. Thisfailure has serious fmplications"for the definition of competency and for the claims of its supporters thaiit can incorporate ttie affective aspectt of education as well as the moremeasurable cognitive-ones. Some competency,thinkers at the University
of Toledo have made reference to the evaluation problem, a problem whichPchalIenges all the measurement assumptions of the movement:

. . it is obvious that the effects of
competency-based programsmust be measured through primary criteria. Teacher, administrator,and student opinions are not sufficient to determine whether alearner has reached competency in a particular knowledge, skill,or understanding:.

. Put another way, a CBTE program that does
not have a match between its instructional objectives and primarycriteria for determining how well those objectives are met, does
not have a competency-based teacher education program. Most ofthe major CBTE programs we have examined 'have not sufficiently
matched criteria to these instructional objectives. All of them
are at approximations less than sufficient to determine the
competency of their studOnts. This can only mean that the CBTE
programs are using secondary criteria to assess their effects.If history is any indicator, CBTE programs are vulnerable

Two things seam clear. To begin with, those interested in thisparticular brand of teacher education are trying to define teacher education
in the narrow terms of measurement. But, despite the lip-service supportof,Vincent Gazzetta and others for the idea that competency can accommodatebroader approaches, those writing the programs will be hard-pressed toaccomplish this. Secondly, the resulting inability of program developersto come up with evaluation

or assessment techniques relating teacher .4,
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performance and student a pie ent in,the programs they are writing betrays ,'

the underlying weakn $ of the entire performance-based thrust, a weakness

teacher organization have been pointing to ever since the idea came pp:

There simply is. no search which clearly relates teacher behavior or

performance to student success. 1 .

- Luckily there still are a few educational researchers Who are

.
-'continuing to point out the extremely weak r,esearch basis for.the

competency movement. An article by'Robert W. heath and Mark A. Nielson

in the fall issue of,the American Educational Research Aisociation's

Review of Educational Research,revieWs the reviewers on,this subject

ana mak:,
.

The-performance-based-teacher-education Model does not

recognize two important types of-variables. It ignores what

is to be taught. Though the studies reviewed here were concerned,

with everything from aircraft mechanics to reading, no effort is

apparent in identifying the:possible interactions between teacher-

behavior variables and content; Ititeems unlikely that one set

of teaching behaviors is most effective for teaching everything.

If there is an important interictiOn'between type of content and

teaching. behavior (given cognitive achievement as criteria),. then

the conClu,sion about which teaching behavior is effective may be

determined as1h by content as by teacher behavior., .

,,

mug
,

The model ignored who is to be taught. Despite "persistent

evidence that variables such as socioeconomic status and ethnic

status are more important deterMinants of average,achievement

level than teacher behavior, the research on teacher-behavior

variablei largely ignores such differences among students. Sim-

ilarly, the studies cited by Rosenshine and Furst cover a wide

student age range (preschool to adult), "yet the°idea that ef-

fective teacher behavior might be different for different agg

groups is ignored when conclusions are drawn from such collections,

tt,seems unlikely that one.set of teacher behaviors is most

effective for teaching everything to everybody.
.18

Our analysts of this literature leads us to three conclusions:

First, the research literature on the relation between teacher

behavior and student achievement does not offer an empirical basis

for the prescription of teacher-training objectives.

Second, this literature fails to provide such
because of minor flawi in the statistidal analysis,

of sterile operational definitions of both teaching

ment, and because of fundamentally weak research de

a basis, not
but because
and achieve-
tgns.

Last, given the well-documented, strong, ssociation between

nt achievement and variables such as socioeconomic status

-22-
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and ethnic status, the effects Of techniques of teaching oh achieve-Rent (as these variables are defined in the PETE re arch) are likelyto be inherently trivial.'9

One of the main things that is obviously needed, then, is betterresearch. Before states like New York, California, Texas, Washington,Georgia, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland,, Matsachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey,New Mexico, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Utah,and Vermont begin pushing competency-based
programs upon their teachereducation schools, as all of them are now doing in various forms,20 such1)p

researc must be done., .

.,,,- ,,
.

.'gut issue related to defining teaching competence itself and theresearch base on which it ests do not even encompass all the problemsof defining the movement a it. exists in practice. In some states, likeNewiYork, a restructuring of the governance of teacher education is alsoan inherent part of the competency- based moveMent. ,Preponents of competencybased education .have taken pains to confuse issu*s of governance with issuesof substance and merge them into one, even thOugh they do not necessarilybelong together. Theoretically, a new form of governance for teacher ,.education-does not necessarily mean that the programs arrived at must becompetencp.based. In New York state `.the two have been pyt together byRegenti' mandate and State Education
Department directives even thoughtheir merits can be considered separately.

Two aspects-of the new look at teacher education which teachershave supported are clearly governance rathir than "competency issues:1) cooperative governance of teacher education -- the recognition ofthe need to involve teachers and the public "schools in teacher educationthrough new structures such as consortium or/Collaborative governance;and 2). the realization that teacher education needs to be more field-centered than prevtoUsly. Even though these two components of the presentreform have nothing to do with the theoretical basis of the competencydrive, they have commonly been considered to be inherent parts of it inpractice.

What all of this discussion of both the theoretical and practicalaspects of the competency-based movement leaves us with is a compositedefinition of competency-based teacher education as it exists and aseries of problems which are as yet unsOlved. Competency-based teachereducation today would seem to consist of the following:'

1. A conCern for what is measurable in teaching (and forattempting t& define that which may not be measurable,
or which has. not yet been measured in measurable terms).

2. Acceptance of the desirability, and possibility, of measuringteacher performance in terms of student achievement.

.3. Emphasis'bn the cognitive (measurable) results of teachingover the affective.
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A tendency to analyze the teaching act in terms of bits and
..

pieces.

preoccupation with tangible objectives -- valuing product

over process.

. A recogni tion of the peed io involve teachers and the public

schools in teacher education'reform resulting in new cooper-

at9e governance structures for teacher edtications.

7. Recognition of the need for teacher education to be more

field-centere'd than. previously.
)

AlOreoccupation with the way teachers teach resulting in

4
neglect for the,impertance Of the way students learn or of

how schools affect teacher-learner interaction.

As a working definition these points and the way they have been attended

to leave teacher educators with a number of important problems to resolve:

The need for an adequate research base from which to develop

sound programs

The need for special funding to enable-colleges, teachers, and,

the public schools to work up valuable programs once a research

base is established

The need for releaStid time or compensation for all those

involved ip teacher. education reform

The need for accurate assessment and evaluative techniques

based on research to determine the relative success of newly

trained students

10 The need to define and delimit those aspects of teaching and,

learning which can, in fact, be measured

The need to consider other ways of reforming teacher education

ithan following the competency-based movement

The need to relate all of he above to a meaningful, integrated

concept of teaching.

Section III
CD

Cautions and Other Options

There are really two kinds of considerations that must go into

deciding whether or not the competency -based movement will have an impact

on improving the quality of teacher education. One has to do with evaluating



the movement itself and making recommendations which' might improve it. -Theethercinvolves looking generally at what is wrong. with teacher educati nand coming up (with additional reform. programs whether or not they haveanythingLto do with performance or competency approaches. In doing the ethings,all the relevant interest groups -- teachers, education schools
researchers, and the-various governmental bodies involved -- will have.to look carefully at all of the present political ramifications of therush into competency-Wed

education, espetially given its obvious weaknesses.

Teachers are well aware, fors example, of the way fiscal conservati m,using the competency movement as a,vehicle, can be used to attack them.
Propagators of the approach must acknowledge the legitimacy of these conc rnsand, if they are serious about perfecti g it., cannot simply

encourages
ly push unvalida edprograms because the

t/ allows for and
such action. Teachers will refuse o become the scapegoats for schoolfailure by way of competency-based education. Among those aspects of themovement they will continue .to question and take a firm negative positionon are:

\

Any competency-bask efforts tb implement recertification,
differentiated staffing, or dilution of tenure provisions.

Attempts to water down the knowledge base now necessary forteaching.
a

Evaluation of teachers o4 the basis of student achievemint
without considering aZZ the home, school, and other factorswhich may affect student success.

Attempts to turn too much responsibility for teacher certi-fication over to local school districts through consortia or
collaborative governance mechanisms.

Any infringement on the rights of classroom teachers which
may bq implied or demanded orcooperating teachers working°
with competency -lased college programs.

Attempts toqadd to the working day of teachers by expectingthin to serve on program reform committees without compensa-tory time or payment.

Education schools, researchers, and others interested in theimprovement of eacher preparatibn musta'examine their own reactionsto the competency movement in "the light of, these legitimate reactionsof teachers. Education schools, for example, must decide,whether ornot they want to join what now amounts.to a bandwagon even though noserious research exists to provide a sound basis for what is being done.They must face the implications of shared governance squarely and'decide'what kinds of relationships they intend to devalop with local school
districts and teacher, organizations. They must decide among optionswhich include court action, the broadening of a research role for teachereducation schools, and the development of alliances with teacher organizations



(the creation of the,Teacher,Education Conference Board
in New York state

Is, one such example), or they can simply join the bandwagon and reap the

whirlwind if other groups, most likely teachers, take the lead in redirect-

ing teacher education.

Researchers are:faced with a similar set of options. They can choose

to become advocates, of performance-based approaches before the research

is done andipus discredit themselves as serious scientists. Many have

alreadyAone this. Or, they can decide to remain outside the*debate,over

the merits of th'* coripetency movement, neglecting even to point out what

is known or unknown about the relationship between student performance

.
and teacher behavior. Should they choote this course of action they will

be abdicating their responsibility to inform the public on research matters

,having to do with public policy while, at the same time, perpetuating the

aloof and somewhat irrelevant role educational researchers have historically

plIpyedivis.a-vjs educational decisions.. A more positive choice would be

'fa them to become advocates of expanding the range of research in the area

by figuring out ways of joining with teacher organizations and, other

interested parties to determine how this could best be done.

Whatever these groups ultimately decide, they certainly willmot be

able to ignore what teachers are saying about the substantive weaknesses

of the competency movement and the apparent political motivations which

form the backbone of its support. By insisting on a serious research

of effort before, policy decisions are made, teachers are recognizing the

potential of competency approaches while at the same time pointing,out

what is necessary before anyone can take the new thinking seriously. As

it is now, because there is no research to tell us which competencies are

valid, the selection of
which.coMpetencies'are to be required could change

from year to year 'depending on the'Oolitical'wishes and financial circum-

Stances of states and local school boards.. Teachers are welT aware that,

,. with these changes, might come the abolition of teacher tenure and the N

implementation of recertification plans based on ever changing notions

of competency.' The new competency mechanisms may well subject, teachers

to a whole new series of groundless political pressures that have very

little to do with education or good teacher training but.which would help

states and school districts save money.

With expanded research as the -basis of, a truly professional response

to the doctrine of competency, teachers and others should consider the

merits of the following points as part of a comprehensive position on

performance- or competency-based teacher education. Following these

points should protect.the profession from premature, politically motivated

erosion of standards while, at the same time improving upon, much of the

shallow thinking that now surrounds the competency movement:

Insistence on serious research before any state*Zegislates

or mandates performance- or competency-based eduCation. Such

research should first take a thorough look at teaching and,

with the help of experience& teachers, develop a tOtal concept

of what constitutes good teaching. Teaching factors must be

isolated from student and school factors to find out what it

is about teaching that contributes to student progress. Classroom°
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:teachers must be involved at all levels of such research.
0

4 '
1

41 Requiring 'thae.a college education be a prerequtszte for teaching.While we may know little about ' "competency," we do know that
teacher's have to know something about a subject.to be able to
teach it and should have a broad liberal arts background to be
able.to make sound judgments-regarding school content and the
experience of ,students in schools.

The use of qualifying exams in making m'nimat judgments on
teacher preparatimi. At least th nt knowledge requirements
for entry into the profession must aintained. Such require-
ments exist for the professions of both-medicine and law fvid we

. do know enough about what knowledge is necessary for teachers to
be able to test for it. Behavior or performance simply cannot
become substitutes for the need to know something.

Insistence that teaching be viewed as a complex process with
multiple goals rather than a series of simplistic acts aimed
dit the product of student achievement: A preoccupation with
student achievement neglects the need of teachers to focus
attention on students' emotional, and social growth and unfairly
implies that teachers alone. are responsihle for student success.

Insistence that teacher*organizations be involved in -all aspects
of teacher education. delvlopment and research if teaching is to
become more truly proftssional.'

If these factors constitute a response to the competency movement,they certainly doc,not represent a comprehensive approach toteachbr educationreform. One of the side effects of "the whole debate over competency andperformance is the neglect of other potentially'successful teacher trainingproposals. 'There is no reason why the field-centered and shared governanceideas which have been identified with the performance\movement cannot beused to encourage other forms of change in teacher preparation. The AmericanFederation of Teachers has a number of ideas to propose in this area. Infact, the governance changes and the'ideas associated with field-centered
programs have arisen largely because of the pressures of teachers to havea greater say in the Matter of their own professional training. Inaddition, much'of what the*AFT thinks is-worth trying is based on the factthat there alveady is much excellent teaching gofng on in the,schools
which simply heeds to be tapped for effective use'in teacher training.

One idea now being refined by the AFT, for example, is an intern
,ship program in which fully paid, fully qualified teachers begin theirteaching careers with a partial teaching,load and use the rest of their
teaching.day for supportive conferences and seminars. Their classroom
responsibilities could increase over the course of a probationary periodso that by the time they were carryihg a full load they would have achievedtenured appointment. The medical internship serves as a model for,this
idea since it is based on the proven success of combining thorough'knowl-edge with practical experience to create capable professionals. Medicalschools recognize that the experience and skill of professionals already
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in a field is perhaps the best source of expertise in developing trainees.

Teachers have also been interested in the development of teachers'

'centers which could play both pre-servic and in-service teacher training

roles. The teachers' center idea isaimed at remedying the effects of

one of the problems teachers suffer from throughout their careers: teacher

isolation. That teachers have little 'contact with one another is a fact

well known by teachers themselves and well recognized by observers of the

school scene. It is surprising, given the size of the profession and the

fact thatit operates in a community work place, the school, that teachers

ifunction n relative isolation. In comparing teaching to the professions'

of medicine and law, Robert Dreeben, author of an insightful book called

The Nature of Teaching, notes .that teachers develop much leis of a

"collegial" or coitective professional sense of identity than either

medical students or law students. This lack of collegiality A$ due, he

'says, to the much locker, less demanding structure of teacher education.

It carries over into the school setting>where classrooms tend/to function

asisolated units and thereis little else in the schobl structure to

encourage teacher sharing. As a retult, teachers may tend to develop

self- reliant postures which lead them to unnecessarily repeat through

triaT'and error what their colleagues in the next corridor might easily

- be able to tell them.
4

A teachers' center where teasers could come to share idea's, get

advice, and even work on helping to define teaching based on .experienced

professional judgment. is another teacher training model worth trying.

Here'the emphasis would be on in-service training, an area that should

have even greater priority given the low. entry possibilities in teaching

today. Besides, there is no reason that the teachers' center approach

could.not serve as both an in-seivice and a pre-service tool because

virtually everyone recognizes the need to relate pre-service and on-the,

job teacher experiences more closely. Teachers' centers might also be

viewed asa meetingAround for beleaguered education schools, which

simply must move into the area of in-service education if they are to

survive, and the organized profession, which is an ious to find meaningful

in-service programs. .

In short; the product-oriented assumptions now being made on our

ability to relate student achievement to teacher performance must be

ch'a'llenged and the present misuse of performance-based programs to

undermine the respectability of the teaching profession must be stopped'

especially given the minimal knowledge base of all of those now prose-

lytizing the religion of competency. In'the meantime, the parties at

interest can, and, should, get together to explore the potentials of

competency-based education through research. They should also try out

and research some other kinds of teacher training approaches such as

internship programs and teachers' centers.

4
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Conclusion

Politics has, at least up until now, given meaning and impetus tothe drive for competency- or performance-based teacher education. The
historical weaknesses of education -- the fact that we still do not
know very muchk about it as a process -- has given politics the ,upperhand in determining what will go on. In recent times the whims of the
Nixon-Ford administration have had more to do with decisions in education
than Meaningful evaluations of substance or process. In teacher trainingthis political influence -- with its emphasis on state authority, cost-
consciousness, accountability, and product -- has provided the foundations
on which the competency based movement has been built. .

Too few educators realize the degree to which their notions ofwhat should be done, or how roles should be perceived, are related to
such things aarthfi availability of resources like money and the political
ramifications of that availability. Only a very few would be incline&Ntosee the linkages between the popularity

of behaviorism in the, socialsciences and the growing-enthusiasm for business models and productivity
'systems. Even the concept of the teacher -- as either a thinking, knowing,judging person orone who is able to successfully imitate prescribed
competencies -- can be influenced by the larger political and ectinomicpicture. Competency-based teacher education is popular now not becadseit isAa good thing but because it fits the needs of the economy-mind(d
period.

This is not to say thatthe concept is totally worthless. Rather,the competency approach needs to be looked at, as dg a whole range of
possible alternatives. Its underlying assumptions and the values that
go with them need examination. Those making decisions in teachee'educationshould know what their-choices are and they should have some information
on the meritsof each choice as we). as itgamaning. The flimsiness ofcurrent deft/Ions of competency and'the inherent weaknesses of the
present progtam ,,;*ich back them up.should be known. Their flaws can beexposed withtad eye toward determining ways of perfecting the approach(i.e., research) rather thafi with the aim of destroying it.

In the meantime' the vindictive political implications which the
competency movement has for people already tn the field and those innocentlyentering it will be fought. Teachers will not stand for an attack ontenure and certification, a reordering of staffing patterns, the imple-
mentation of new forms of teacher evaluation or anything)elte which mayimpinge on their rights --especially when such moves come from as
shaky an intellectual and knowledge base as the competency movement.
While they are criticizing and attacking misapplications ofthe competency

s idea, teachers will work on teacher education reform using the best ofthe competency approaches as well as the internship and teachers' centerideas of their own, ideas geared more to the concept of teaching as a
process than as behaviors aimed at a product.

In short, we must keep looking at teaching. The comp tency or
performance ideas must be explored, to be sure, but so must some other
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approaches. Ultimately we must hope'to gain some real knowledge of what

is best --"of what really makes an effective teacher. Otherwise, teachers,

parents, and children will continue to be tbmoictims of whatever new idea

Aboueteaching blows in with each new politl breeze. The result will

be a,public suspicious of schools and unwillingqo support even those

things we do know are of benefit to children. If this public'is to be

reassured of the value of schooling and the importance of teaching, a

long-range view requires that we stop spreading ideas like competency-,

based teacher education before we really know anything about them and

settle down to getting some real answers.

"".

&

v.
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PREFACE

This paper is not intended as a rigorous piece of social science

et

research. One might wish th 'me,and resources had made such possible.

Rather, it is a recording of c ron lAsions'from examining the literature,

impressions from visiting si so and an interpretation of interviews,

panels, workshops', and conversations with teachers and many others

associated with teacher edudatiOn and teaching, and more particularly

with the movement called performance-based teacher education.

A piece of rigorous social science research might have produced

different conclusions. The author's best judgment is that, .had the

research been done, the conclusions would not have beeh very different.

In the first place, there are the Recommendqtions of the AACTE

Committee on Performance-Based Teacher Education, a group that has

been deeply involvedin the movement over a donsiderable period. The

positions and conclusions of this piece are at a number of points

consistent with the Committee's recommendations.

Secondly, the study of the Stanford Research Institute2 is

substantially in Agreement with many of the positions taken in this

piece.

And then there'are the observations of respected educators: Myron

Atkin, Harry Broudy, Margaret Lindsey, Paul Nash, and others.'

It can probably be shown that some performance-based program

someplace has resolved to some delree each of the issues raised here

or has found valid means to respo d to the deficiencies cited. That

is all to the good; such situations are foundations to build on.. But

a major conclusion that emerges from the critical aspects of this docume t

is that too few such problems have been resolved and too little rigorous 1
research and development have been brought to bear on the deficiencies

for broad policy making and wide dissemination to go forward at this time.

It is lot that teachers are saying stop, altogether. The Introduction

illustrates support of the concept. It is that we disapprove the direction

and pace., Our proposals for redirection, simply stated, are: Go back to

the drawing board. Pick up the'research and test and.try out with new

vigor; and in doing so, explore a much wider range of alterhatives.

It also should be und&stood that what is put down here is not

necessarily new or unique. Little of the dialogue in this arena is. Much

of it has been said in other ways and in other places, both in and outside

the united teaching profession. What this paper does represent As a

bringing together, documentation, and on some issues, expansion of things

already said or done., It reflects what is believed to be fairly widespread

concerns and positions of teachers and teacher organizations on performance-

based teachef education.



Introduction

At its 1974 Representative Assembly the National Education Associationadopted the following new busfness item on performance-based teachereducation:.

Resolved, that the National Education Association demand thatall state education departments postpone the implementation of
performance-based teacher education programs'until valid and,reliable research indicates that these programs are an improve-ment over present programs. (Item 20)

Wisequently; NEA Executive Secretary Terry Herndon, in a letter toexecutive secretaries of all state education
associations, provided thefollowing interpretive statements on the resolution:

Clearly, differing situations within states related to thelevel of development of performance-based teacher educationwill require different approaches ... we support sound
research and development of innovation where,there is promiseoflmproving the teaching and learning processes.... In somestates where state and/or local associations have ongoing
direct arrangements with CBTE experiments or programs, the ,NEAstands ready to provide on-site consultation service for:(1) developing or shoring up guidelines for such participation,(2) providing substantive input on process and content,(3) evaluating the experiment.
These things NEA can and will do in support of meaningful and

.

constructive-change in teache education.

e Both the resolution and its interpretation stud as witness to thefact that the NEA does not oppose the concept of performance-based teachereducation per se., As the resolution implies, what the Association objectsto is premature implementation that far outruns validation of the usefulnessof the innovation compared to programs which now exist or might exist if awide variety of alternative models wereresearched, developed, and tried.

Indeed, the Association applauds rigorous, sophisticated effortsto identify'those teaching performances which are most likely tto promotethe greatest learning on the part, of students. All teachers recognize asa major task of the profession the promotion of learning and tneyrareanxious to become better able to accomplish that task.

When procedures are available which provide high assurance they willpromote greater learning on the part of more students, teachers willapplaud them and will want to learn to perform them at the earliest possibletime.
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Teachers have interest, commitment, understanding, and important

contributions to make on the following key substantive questions related

to teacher education:

What is it that teachers ought to know, be able to do, and feel

in order to practice the profession of teaching as full-fledged

professionals? .

Can the things.to know, to do, and to feel be validated as

essential knowledges, skills, and attitudes (feelings) ?.

Are the knowledges; skills, and attitudes (once validated as

essential) teachable?

How shall essential knowledges, ski s, and attitudes be

taught and by whom?
.

What knowledges, skills, and attitudes : shall those who teach

the teachers be required to possess? And how will these be

validated?

How will the attainment of the validatid knowledges, skills,

and attitudes by teachers be measured?

What level of proficiency in the required knowledges, skills,

and attitudes will be required for teachers to be licensed to

prattice the profession?

How will the required.levels of proficiency of knowledge, skills,

and attitudes be attained by teachers(already in service?

These appear to be the crucial questions that need to be addressed

by all groups that become involved in what is being called performance-

based teacher education.

But We,believe that whether or not the iwoblems reflected in these

questions will be worked on and resolved in positive and constructive ways

that improve' the teaching profession depends,in gre at measure on what

groups -will be involved in their resolution, in at manner, and ib what

proportions. So in this monograph; issues on who should be involved and

by what processes are dealt with first. Substantive concerns related to

the important, questions above are-dealt with mainly in Sections III and

IV.
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Section I

NEGOTIABLE INTERESTS oF TEACHERS IN TEACHER EDUCATION

Negotiation in its collective bargaining,
proposal-counterpropoialsense is a process for decision making which provides both parties.equityin influencing the decisions. It is a vehicle by which the parties ;cometo understand each other's points of view and interests, reduCe differences,and place in written contractual terms those items on which they reach,agreement. 'It has come to be an important decision-making mechanism inthousands of school districts across the nation where 1.4 million teacherswork.

There are a number of teacher education issues, both pre-service andin-service, which clearly involve the working conditions and curriculumand instruction arenas and which teachers will want to negotiate intomaster agreements with their boards of education. Negotiable issues for -pre-service instruction
arenas, which teachers will want to negotiateinto master agreements with their boards of education, will be delineatedin this section. leachers' negotiable interests in in-service educationare discugsed in the NEA
publication, Organizational Aspects of InserviceEducation J.

Other issues are related to college and university and state agericy*as Well as teachers' interests in and responsibilities for teacher educationand Will require three- or four-party deliberation and resolution: teacherassociation, school district, college or university, state agency. Somesuch issues may need to be resolved by adaptations of the conventionalbargaining model where proposal- counterproposal does not lend itself wellto three- or four- party decision making.

One such operational arrangement is the Wshington state model.There, tripartite consortia -- teacher association, school district, andcollege or university
-11. operate on a regional basis.

Dolores McDanfels,a teacher,in Spokane and chairperson of the Washington Education AssociationCommission on Certification and Accreditation, says of this 4rrangement:

I, asa classroom teacher, now have a right to develop better
programs forAeacher training.... I feel they are better tiecaukof our (teacher) expertise, in what's needed to practice in the"real world."

*State agencies may he state boards of education, state departments ofeducation, or, increasingly, %tandards and licensure commissions, depending.*on how particular states delegate the governance of such matters.
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Lf Teacher Education Becomes a More Fully Cooperative Activity

Negotiation interests of teachers will continue-to be important, no

matter what the degree of achievement of full cooperation in the teacher,'

education enterprise. The degree of involvement and-the number of teachers

to be involved in the ".cooperatives" are themselves negotiable items.

Norma Kacen, executive director of-the Houston, Texas, Teachers Association

put it this. way:
cz,

In the area of governance, PBTE is rapidly becoming a provocateur

in awakening teachers to their role as decision lakers in teacher

education and staff development and motivating teachers to act" °

.

consortium governance has beCome a popularterm in the performance-

based movement for referridg to proposals for teacher education cooperatives.'

On the consortium principle, we subscribe to.the concept that. all those who

ill be affected by decisions should be involved in their determination

aid that those who will be.affected most should have the highest involve-

me t and the largest representation, in the determination.

In cdnsortium-governance arrangements, the matter of representation

will remain paramount, the dissatisfaction with playing the numbers game

notwi hstanding. Kirst raises the issue in the context of the question.

But hat is.representative?"6- After putting forth some theoretical dis-

cussiokof representation, he suggests that there might'be two different

represehtational groups for different issues: one relating to what he

calls "t chnical and measurable," the other to "value-laden" components.

This proposal does not appear recommendable from at least two

standpoints First, those groups included in the political ("value-laden")-

governance chanism (teacher organizations most probably would be in this

group) have large measure of professional and technical expertise to

contribute to decision making on the full range of issues in this arena:

research, deve opment, field testing, evaluation, and dissemination. One

serious problem\with past research and development efforts on'PBTE partic-

ularly, and teat ing generally, has been the lack of involvement of

practitioners, pa ticularly teachers.

Second, the olitical and substantive i4 educational matters are so

inextricably interw ven that to attempt to separate them foit decision-

making purposes wolf! likely do damage to both and would result in inordinate

expenditure of time a d effort in making the two mesh, once independent

policies had been esta lished. Single bodies seem more recommendable for

both-purposes, bodies i which representation is based on referent

constituencies, i.e., te chers' associations, school districts, colleges.

and universities, studen s, and state agencies. Representatives to such

bodies would be accountab e to their constituents. This does not exclude

the possible need for sepa ate committees within the various organizations

to deal internally with th it own needs, concerns, and positions--getting

it all together;so to spec --before interacting with the consortium.

As Kirst states in ide tifying various definitions of representation,
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"the proportion of classroom teachers or any group would be chosen to ..,produce an accurate map or mirror of the entire educational community.",Since teachers make up the largest portion of professional practitioners, '4.they would have the largest proportion of members on policy-setting bodies,for PBTE.

If Teicher Education Become,s a More Fully Field-Based Activity

The preceding assumptlens have to do mainly with structures andprocess: who shall be involved, through what mechanisms, and in whatproportions.

This section addresses the topic of arenas of involvement and thedegree of involvement in each. 'It speaks to a. premise common in most,if not all, PBTE proposials:
that teacher education should and willbecome more field-based. But it speaks to a broader context than field-basedness.

The Context of Field-Basedness is Broad

As it is related to' teachers, a key question in this context is, ."Field-basedness to what ends?" Because the field is where teachers resideand,where professional decisions and actions of a'most all sorts impingeon their abilities to exercise their highest levels of professional expertiseand judgment.

Assuming that simply placing more of the tacher education experience"in the field" will correct numerous present deficiencies is extreme over-simplification. While higher quality, better supervised experiences inthe schools in direct relation to children are absolutely essential forteacher candidates, it certainly seems unwise to move larger and largerproportions of the total, preparation program from uniyersity'to fieldwithout sufficient rationale. Several *portant considerations promptthis point of view.

One consideration is related to the growing theoretical base ofprofessional studies for teaching and the appropriate arena for its pursual.*Are not the classrooms and laboratories of the colleges and universities atleast as appropriate settings as the public schools for such learning'activities?

For several purposes in the theoretial and laboratory phises, the

*Appropriate. consideration of and settings for such studies are consideredlater? on in this section.
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university setting would appear to be considerably ore advantageous.

Large support has developed in recent years for an interdisciplinary

approach to the foundations of education -- psychology, sociology,

anthropology, philosophy, psycholinguistics, and the like. If these

disciplines are to be meaningfully interrelated as they apply to the

practice of teaching, learning activities will be required that are

collaboratively developed between educationis s and university faculties

in the arts and sciences. There is probably ittle advantage in attempting

to work out such complex relationships in t e setting of elementary and

secondary schools. In addition, emerging 24boratory experiences which

depend on videotaping, self-administered arning kits, simulation,

/41

role play, and a variety of other devi es are probably better accom-

plished in special facilities and withA chnical staff support that are

more accessible on the college campus. The fact that the realzexperience

components of preparation in law and m dicine have been intensified and

extended has not resulted in recommen7ations from those professions of

the kind made by Andrewso.that school's of education be closed altogether.

Some other circumstances in tie schools themselves warrant serious

schools pave found it difficult, if

ely conventional student teaching

tudent teachers being almbst abandoned

ional responsibilities, being overburdened

g confined to "advanced observation." In

ing teachers lack time to work directly

rticipate in in-service opportunities to

,consideration.. In many PlAces the
not impossible, to support adequa

prqgrams. Reports are legion of,

to'Sink or swim with full profes
with baby-sitting chores 'or bei
addition, the fact that supervi
with student teachers and to p
;earn better ways of supervis*
least one major performance-b
ment, and supervisory arrange
not better than what has bee

on is well documented. Reports from at

sed projeCt are that assignment, involve .

ents for the field-based experience are

deplored for so-long about the conventional

student teaching arrangemen s.

Among the problems, orted by teachers are:

Rigid procedures for assignment of 'interns or procedures almost

totally without criteria

Little or no opportunity for Cooperating teachers to become

involved in the assignment process/
P,

Little or no opportunity fcir students to become involved in

the assignment process

*Inappropriate criteria (or none) for designation of cooperating

teachers

Lack of time pr9visions for cooperating teachers to work directly

with interns and with personnel from the university

Supervisory loads of several student teachers, increasing the

pressure on the supervising teacher and making close supervision

next to impossible.



Then there is the problem of commitment and capability of many,,
local school districts to conduct the complicated and sensitive tasks
related to the preparation of those who will eventually enter the profession
as full-fledged practitioners. There appears to be low selectivity in
this dimension.

Not all hospitals are teaching hospitals. Not all social agencies
are approved for interning social workers% Nor should all schools receive
teaching interns. There should be minimal criteria for such schools and
rigorous periodic evaluation'of their continued capability to perform the
functions indicated by the criteria. In a condensed version of what was
termed an extensive sociological investigation of the Teacher Corps, it
is concluded that "schools with teacher education responsibilities should
be inspected and selected on the basis of mutually accepted criteria for
teacher education."9

Most school districts alloCate meager or no funding, personnel, and
material to in-service education or to pre - service education. With present
financial conditions in most school districts what they are, the necessary
augmented resources for these purposes are not li ly to be forthcoming
from local school budgets.

These deficiencies and others not cited, it could be argued, are no
fault of the performance-based concept. It has been said that they are
inherent in any model for teacher education. But a -movement that emphasizes
field-basedness as one of its strong assets might be expected to have

/)developed a very careful plan for the nature and management of field
experience prior to its implementation. Otherwise, the mistakes of the
past will be, repeated. That seems to be pretty much the case in some
PBTE situations. In one prominent program, college personnel boast that
they never select school districts for PBTE involvement--the districts
select them.

There was a time when so many teachers were in preparation that
schools of educatiO needed to take advantage of every possible placement
situation for student teachers with little opportunity to apply any
criteria.

All that is changing. There is now unique opportunity to select
school districts andeschools with great care, to develop high standards
for - their- participation in the field-based components, and to hold them_
to those standards.

Specific Areas for Negotiation

Assuming that issues related to consortium goverpance can be resolved,
that the appropriate balance of field-based activities and other preparatibn
components are agreed on, and that other problems cited above related to
implementing the field-based approach can be worked out, what will be the
negotiable interests of teachers' associations in these activities?

0 %.
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Teachersi negotiable interests will continue to be beoad and deep.,

Teachers will' need to have the opportunity, if they wish to exercise it,*

to negotiate Policy for determining procedures and, as appropriate, to

become directly involveg in those procedures on the following range of

issues that affect field-based programs:

1. Defining planntn92 and conducting the total field experidhce

2. *Fining roles of local supervising teachers

Vi

3. Defining roles of lOcal field experience administrators

4. Defining roles of cooperating university personnel

Selddion of local supervising teachers

6. Selection of localField-experience administrators

7. Selection of cooperating university personnel

8. Preparation (continuous in-service) of lotaisupdrVising'teachers

9. Preparation of local field-experience administrators
FVZ

10. Preparation of cooperating university personnel

.11. Assignment of suftrvising teachers to teacher education activities

12. Intern load and time for both local and university personnel for

conducting the field experience.

13. Selection of interns

14. Assignment of interns, including determination of thei 'tability

for specific assignments and assurance of nondiscrimin

15. Evaluation, reassignment and termination of interns

16. Financial arrangements, including remuneration and other benefits
df cooperating teachers

17. Provision of support services, media, and materials to serve the
total- teacher Oucation involvement at the local level

fl

18. Policies and practicd related to teacher aides, individually guided

education,programs, and implementation of the career ladder concept.

The above list is probabily not all-inclusive. In some states and some

local situations where close attention has been given to field-based teacher

*In-differing state and local situations differing approaches have and are
being taken by associations in dealing with these issues.
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education activities over.a long period or where some of the more recent,
more fully cooperative programs have been operational for some time, there
doubtless are other aspects of field-based 06grams for which negotiation
and inclusion in master agreements is desirable-,7-' As teachers read these .pages they will note our omissions and, we hope,'call them to our attention.

*

Some Other Issues Related to Cooperation and Field-Basedness
as They Affect negotiation

Some basic philosophical and theoretical issues related to the
professional nature of teaching, the substance of teachereducation, andthe identification of responsibilities merit separate consideration asthey relate to teachers' associations negotiable interestt. Teacherswill want to negotiate full involvement in the determination of a broad
range of substantive issues related to teacher education, including
subject matter content and criteria for selecting, validating, and teaching
appropriate performances to both prospective and in-service teachers. Sotvolvement in the resolution of all-the issued discussed in the remainderof this section should be considered negotiable items if teachers'
associations 'choose to deal with them in that manner.

Emphasis on Major Components.

'There are several common and-essential components for preparation topractice most professions:

o.

1. Depth of knowledge and understanding of the discipline or
disciplines on which the profession is based

2. Professional theory based on kowledge, research, and empirical
evidence

-14,k

3. Laboratory-type experiences in practicing the profession

4. Internship-type experiences in practicing the profession.

Such experiences may be sequential or concurrent orzboth. Whateverthe ordering, professions other than teaching appear to have better
recognized the significance of these components and to have achieved a
balance athong.them. This seems clear in such professions as law, dentistry
and medicine, even though they are currently reassessing appropriatenessof content, emphasis, and time frames for their various preparation programs.

Subject Matter Knowledge and ProfessiOna) Studies

Assuming that the'knowledge base in a discipline or.disciplinesppropriate to particular teaphing.fields is achieved through in-depth
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pursuits in the college of art and sciences, then the division among the

other components cited becomes mainly a function of those who make decisions

on appropriate professional study for'licensure in the teaching profession.
This is nototo say that questions of how much and what kind of mathematics

an, early elementary teacher should study or how much European history should

be required for becoming a secondary social studies teacher are unimportant.

It is only that thdse questions need to be worked out in arenas somewhat

different from the three- or four-party consortium already discussed. They

are appropriate issues for resolution by subject matter scholars in the -

various teaching fields, practitioners (particularly teachers), and

professors of the pedagogy of those particular, subjects. It would seem

logical to bring together methods instructors for-the various disciplines

and their counterparts in the subject matter organizations of the various

teaching fields, i.e., councils of teachers of gnglish, mathematics, social

studies, and the like. But this is probably not sutficient input for
determining the appropriate nature of the content, how, and by.what methods.

Not only are those who speak for the subject matter groups (their leadership)

frequently dominated by supervisory andcadministrative personnel and higher

education types, but their general memberships often contain a minority

of teachers. Since teachers have much to contribute to,determining the
nature and content of the disciplines for te-acher education as well as

what instructional methods should be applied to the different disciplines,

decision-making bodies on these issues should certainly include substantial

representation of teachers.
v

The performance-based movement appears to slight this important

consideration. Even though there may be exceptions in a few programs,

teaching the basic areas does not seem to have been givpn much

attention. For example, in its efforts to help teachers perfect the

asking of higher order questions or to write behavioral objectives, the

movement generally seems to'neglect such matters as the quantity and type

of mathematics instruction needed by those preparing for early elementary

teaching and what methodologies in the,teaching of mathematics they should

internalize.

In California, where the entire professional course sequence is

limited to 12 units, teachers in preparation have highly restricted
opportunity to learn much of the technology of teaching any single subject,

not to mention the several subject areas which are commonly the responsibility

of elementary teachers.

So teacher'expert judgment needs to be ought to bear on these issues

also. And through the process of negotiation, hrough regional consortia

(as in the state of Washington), or through state-level governance mechanisms,
teachers will need to lend their expertise to ensure that appropriate balance

and emphasis are achieved between the academic disciplines and professional

studies.
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Emphasis within the Professional Studies
\

Within the professional studies, major issues have to do with the
relative emphasis on theoretital pursuits as compared-te laboratory and
to intership

There is emphasis in the performance-based movement on lab ratory
activities related to teaching skills and on field-based internships orstudent teaching experiences. The field-based components appear to
further emphasize the skills activities.

Considering that teachers have directed complaints about theirschool of education courseworkto courses in both theory and methodology,
it might appear that they would welcomee heavy emphasist.on skills in
`either a laboratory or an internship setting. Teachers realize, however,that there is emerging a substantial body etheory about teaching thatis useful and necessary if they are to practice at.a high level of
professional expertise and judgment. The ability to exercise a highlevel of professional judgment is PartiallA, the result of understanding
why things, do or do not happen, their origins in concept and theory.Dan Griffiths, a prominent teacher educator, has addressed the issuethis way:

A profession rests,Upon theoretical bases..... Clearly, research
in the past ten years indicates that, givenosufficient support,
a knowledge base can be established which.will give full pro-
fessional standing=to teaching.10.

Griffiths providesa warning in the same piecei

Ignoring the lessons of.his6ry and proceeding without adequate
theoretical foundations, the competency-based teacher education
movement is the latest example of an anti-intellectual tradition,
that prevents teaching froftpbecoming"fUlly professional."

Such fields as childgrowth.and development, learning psychology,
andthe sociology of the school have developed:substantial and usefulbodies of knowledge in recent-years, knowledge and precepts that, providea:basis for understanding children, learning, and the institution calledschool. Sadly, traditional programs in ri$ny schools of education havenot pursued these important subjects in much breadth or depth.

Performance -based programs do not :seem to be attending well to these
theoret461 disciplines either. Aindsey admonishes:

Whatever approach or combination,of approaches is employed by
arriving-at competencies to serve as the basis for planning
a CBTE program, a critical question needs -to be asked: What
knowledge or body of concepts is essential in making the de-
,cisions required in the exercise of the competence? Considerably
more attention needs to be_given to those disciplines which help
in understanding and interpretin individual and group behavior

7



-- which contribute principles and methods fundamental to rational

decision making in teaching. Failure to divw upon'bodies of knowl-

.edge and methods in such disciplines as sociology, anthropology,

psychology, and philosophy when identifying competencies may re-
sult in lists of behaviors limited to the craftsmanship of teaching

rather than the full range of competencies expected of the pro-

fessional teacher.12

Unique' Conditions Which Will Affect Roles

Roles of teachers, supervisors, administrators, and college personnel

in teacher education appropriate arenas and processes for their deter-

minati6n have been dealt with throughout this section. Special note needs

to be takin of some conditions that affect these roles and their inter-

relationships.

The roles will obvibusly be affected by the kind of organization

present in the schools. Rolet in self-contained classroom settings will

be different from those in team-teaching and open-classroom arrangements.

Roles will also be different where the principal is regarded as a

master teacher as compared to where he is regarded as a community relations

expert, general manager, and coordinator of personnel and resources.

The roles will be different where strong central office curriculum

,
councils assume leadership for curriculum decisions as compared to where

emphasis is on building-level decision making by teams of teachers.

Finally, the roles will vary with the goals and objectives established

for chooling in the community.

Alt the various implications of these differences for role determination

are beyond the scope of this monograph. They must be dealt with in terms

of local needs, interests, and commitments. The resolution of these complex

issues must be placed in the context of the united teaching profession's

commitment to a high degree of local self-determination, with teachers

always playing major roles in, that self-determination.

* * * * * * * *

The performance-based movement may have the opportunity to help

increase the knowledge base for teaching, to further develop already

existing knowledge bases, to test and try out and, once validated, dissem-

inate those things that prove reasonably certain and to identify new roles

as well as clarify existing ones. But as et it seems not to_have seized

well on these opportunities.

Teachers' negotiable interests in teacher education include assurance

e=,
that if the movement goes forward these opportunities will be maximized.
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Section II
4

TEACHERS' GENERAL PROFESSIONAL STAKE IN TEACHWEDUCATION:
WHY TEACHERS WANT AND REQUIRE MAJOR VOICE IN THE ACTIVITIES

DESCRIBED IN THE FIRST SECTION

Almost all teachers are proud of their profession. Most believe,
whether or not they verbalize it that way, that no social service save
health is more important to society than education of the young. Thisis evidenced by teachers' increased interest in recent years in influencingwhat the schools of education teach, how teachers are licensed and inducted
into the profession, and how in-service education is conducted; and their
interest in influencing political decisions and policy making at stateand national levels on the priorities for education.

Teachers do not support only those-actions and policies that promotetheir own welfare. Through the NEA and its affiliates, their interests inthe broader issues are well documented over a long period and have resulted,-
fbr example, in: large contributions to school desegregation, efforts on .behalf 6f student rights, support of programs for the disadvantaged,
attention to morality in government, effortto combat sexism, program
support for bilingual/multicultural

education, and a current major effort
at calling attention to areas of educational neglect.

The purpose in this section is to show that the negotiable interestsof teachers in teacher education listed in Section I have a broad and
deep base. Teachers have long had intense and abiding interests in their
professional preparation. The advent of negotiatiOn as a major decision-
making process in education has brought about a new and more viable process
for 'teachers to implement those co tments described below which are oflong standing.

On Generally Improving and Stabilizing the Profession

Almost 30 years ago the NEA brought into being the National Commission
on Teacher Education and Professional Standards (TEPS). Since then it hasbeen in the forefront of efforts to improve the profession. Historicallythe NEA, through,its TEPS Commission, was more responsible than any othergroup for the following improvements:

1. Requirement of the baccalaureate degree as minimum preparation
for all teachers

2. Expanghon of student teaching experiences

3. Expansion of the knowledge ase for teaching.

The TEPS Commission recently was phased into the NEA Council on
Instruction and Professional Development (I D ), which continues to contribute

MP
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in a large way to new knowledge through programs aimed at excellence in

professional preparation.. Current Work of the, Council includes:

1. Determining appropriate roles for practitioner involvement in

teacher education

2. Resolving issues related to the use of paraprofessionals in the

schools

3. Developing a frame of reference on standards for the teaching

profession.

c,)

The NEA Task Force on Practitioner Involvement in Teacher Education

looked into such areas as initial preparation, advanced preparation,

governance of teacher education, and legislation and research as they bear

on the teacher j'reiaration function and teachers' relation to it.13 In

its recommendations, the Task Force concluded that teacher education is

a responsibility ofthe Iota' teaching profession and.urged the NEA,
through the IPD Coundil and program area, to continue and to extend its

activities in the teacher education area.

The NEA has also been a long -time sponsor of Student NEA and Future_

Teachers of America (FTA). The former organization has over the years

consisted of upwards of 100,000 college students in preparation for the

teaching profession. FTA was for high school students with an interest
in teaching as a_career. A purpose of these groups has been to increase

the probability, ifiat persons of high potential ability and a strong

interest in and commitment to working with children and youth elect to

prepare for teaching. The Association itself has been a strong proponent

of self-selection being an important part of the process of determining

who shall preparto teach.

Additionally, NEA has sponsored over the years numerous conferences

and workshops on the tmprovement of professional preparation and has

produced a wide variety of publications on topics ranging from subject

matter knowledge to student teaching.

Why do teachers continue to be willing to allocate resources and

staff to broad issues related to teacher education? There are'at least

two major reasons.

First, teachers want the profession improved and stabilized. As

one teacher leader in New England put it, "Public school teaching has

become a very sophisticated, time-consuming, thought-provoking profession,

and it seems to me that prospective teachers should have real introduction

to this complex world."14

Secondly, teachers already in-service are concerned about the kinds

of persons who will be selected to prepare for teaching, the kind of

preparation they will receive, and how they.will be licensed, selected,

and inducted because they want assurance that their new colleagues will

be of the highest calibre. They want to see their profession thrive

and become stronger.
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)The NEA has recognized.and worked on the problems of transiency in. the profession. Its major efforts to increaSOgeneral revenue for educationand to'make possible salaries more commensurate with other professionshave been to this end. Increased revenues and higher salaries discourageteachers from moving out of the classroom. The Association has alsolabored at improving working. conditions, particularly teacher load, classsize, preparation time, and availability
of materials and mediaf,all ofwhich encourage teachers to stay in the profession. Recent programs ofthe Association to promote

teacher-centered in-service education representanother effort in this direction. Almost universally teachers.complainof the lack of opportunity to strengthen themselves professionally.

The NEA has also been influential in making it possible for womenteachers to raise families without having to drop out of the profession,through maternity leaves, day-care centers, and the like.

Another important illustration of teachers'. serious concern aboutteacher preparation is involvement in the National Council for.Accreditationof Teacher Education. Mainly through efforts of the NEA, eight of theCouncil's nineteen members are now NEA-appointed teachers. The currentCouncil is chaired by a teacher, and its committee of ffve on standardsincludes two NEA appointees; In addition, increasing numbers of teachersserve on teams that visit schools of education for accreditation purposes.In 1973-74, 39.1% of the visiting team members were practitioners, anincrease from 12.1 in the fall of 1971. Again, this improvement can beattributed directly to NEA efforts.

On Determining Standards and Licensure:
Governance by Consortia at the State Level

iAnother major rationale for teachers becoming fully involved in allaspects of change for improving teacher education as recommended in thefirst section is that they have a unique stake in and expertise on mattersthat should determine standards or the profession. At least as importantas the consortia of School systems, colleges and universities, and state'agencies for implementing
programs of teacher education are state-levelconsortia for determining policy on accreditation of institutions andprograms, licensing procedures, and study and research on teacher education.

The NEA has led in the development of theory and practice relatedto such consortia. Generally, these state-level agencies are referred toas standards and practices boards or commissions but go under varyingnames. (California, for example, has a'Commission for Teacher Preparationand Licensing.) Their purpose is to provide self-governance for theteaching profession in matters which require a high level of professionalexpertise.
,

r

_....,

The teaching profession is almost unique in that lay boards (stateboards of education) in mosti states govern professional matters as well
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as control education.* In most other profeisions professional matters
are regulated at the state level by.bodies made up totally.or mainly of

practitioners--state boards of nursing, accounting, medicine, and law,

for*example.

The professional matters referred to here include accreditation of

teacher preparation institutions; policy on goals and content for teacher

education programs; policy on requirements and mechanisms for licensure;

policy on,professional practice; and identifying, coordinating, and con-

ducting needed study and researcon teacher education. These matters

are of high concern to teachers because the arenas in which ,Piey are

educated and in which they practice have the profoundest effects on their

total careers. Their intense involvement in these arenas make them

particularly qualified to play major roles in the important professional

decision making require to govern both preparation and practice. Besides,

it is axiomatic that iWsocial agencies those to be most affected by

decisions should play major-roles in decision making.

One way in which the work of these state-level consortia can relate

directly to the performance-based movement is illustrated in an activity

of the California Commission. Through a grant from the National Institute

of Education, the Car i ifornia Commsson is coordinating a research and

developmefit projectr o identify teaching performanceswhich contribute

to student learn'.'( in reading and arithmetic. This seems to be an

appropriate .-6 for such agencies.

ut significant as the California study is in both settinTprecedent

f the identification of requisite teaching performances and making a

substantive contributibn to new knowledge, important cautions must be

taken.
7

All those who become involved in such research have a serious

re onsibility to report or speak out in ways that will not mislead the

profession and the public into believing that the results of a single

stuti or any group of studies are adequate for establishing policy and

for broad dissemination. If there are ever to be discovered performances

that without fail.(or nearly so) cause student learning, it will not

likely be done on the basis of any one study or group,of studies carried

a out over a few years.
It will more likely be on the basis of a great

-variety of longitudinal studies conducted with appropriate resources,

Personnel, and time. Determining what teacher performances result directly

in what student learning outcomes might be like ed to what it.took to

get to the moon--more than 10 years of intens e effort (with considerable

planning and 'groundwork before thW, nearly \ nlimited resources, and

almost total autonomy.

The role.of the California Commission descr4bed above is not unlike

one of those set down for the recently constituted National Commission on

*The control of education has to do with what the goals of the schools shall

be, how they shall be financed, and how they shall beoorganized.
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"Performance-Based Education. The Commission lists among its research anddevelopment goals:

To develop and test hypotheses about relations between
teaching performances and children's learning.15

We support such a purpose. We also look with interest on .the proposed
function of the Commission to "provide policy guideltnes for research
priorities on teaching competence."15' In this respect, we view theCommission's work as important in ensuring that such research policy
provides time, talent, and other resources to bring about numbers ofstudies of alternative types and under varying conditions. And aboveall, we hope the -Commission will consider all findings of such studies
tentative over a long period and that they will use all the pursuasive
powers they possess to ensure that policy making and broad-range decision,making based on the findings are not prematurely undertaken.



Section III
1

THE NEED FOR ALTERNATIVE MODELS

The history of teacher education has not been-marked by large

ferment, rapid strides, or high priority periods in terms of either

prestige or allocation of'resources. So it was not unexpected that,,

with the advent of pump priming by the federal governmen, schools of

education respohded in ways that promised the highest possibility for

sharing in the resources. They cannot be faulted much for that. But

the federal allocating agency can be faulted for so narrowing the guide-

lines for participation.

Some Limitations on Alternatives

oi The U.S. Office of Education, in initial promotion of the PBTE

moVement, appeared to pursue a policy which implied that only one form

of professional education for teachers was viable, that somehow it (the

agency) was certain of this, and that if all professional preparation
programs for teachers moved ina particular direction, everything would

be all right.*

Early pronouncements from the federal agency and attendant guide-

lines for funding reflected as highly desirable for viable (read fundable)

teacher education programs such characteristics as the followlpg:

Systems oriented

Modularized

Technological

Multimedia
a.

Field-based

Performance-based

Individualized.

. Assuming that these characteristics per se will result in better

prepared teachers and more learning for students is very thin reasoning.

These characteristics in and of themselves are not objectionable although

*Even the language applied to the titles selected for studies done through-

USOE funding indicated a strong evangeliim;_for example, The Power,of

Competency -Based Teacher Education.



some are highly questionable for the purpose or teacher education. However,they appear not to respond well to some of the basic substantive needsdealt with in Section II.

Some Questionable Essentials

Inclusion of the systems approach as an important component likelyoriginated from the high regard in which,Aystems analysis has been heldin the private sector and in federal agencies in recent years. Efficiencymodels are also not.new to education. Callahan reports an early andlengthy history of such efforts." But some important questions seem tohave gone unanswered, or At least flof to have been investigated in verymuch depth, in pronouncing that a *tem approach should be an importantelement in thel PBTE movement.

One question that might have been more thoroughly examined is how%ell systems approaches haveorked'in their original settings. Theanswers appear far from conclusive. They seem to have worked better in`the private sector, e.g., Ford Motor Company, than in the public. Numbersof studies and articles recently have calleLto'attention the poor resultswith MBO and PPBES in federal bureaucracies'° characterized by their heavyemphasis on systems, cost-effectiveness, and performance evaluationdimensions: However, in the private sector, cost-effectiveness PPBESsystems have not even kept some institutions financially solvent letalone moral and responsible in serving theoublic.

President Harold Enarson of The Ohio State University has remindedus of Pete, Drucker's point that it is our job "to find the right thingto do, not to find the right way to do things." Enarson goes on to saythat "corporate management won't help us define th ends of education.
Cost-benefit analysis cannot decide who pays for educational opportunity= -that's a question of public policy, of social justice."19

William H. Drummond has stated the position well:

A good human system does not have to have a completely clear view ofthe end product. A good system recognizes that man's knowledge is
limited; that teaching is situation specific...Tbere is dangerthat a system may become closedthat is, it may become unable
to change as conditions external to the system change.20

Nor does emphasis on nlmodules-appear to be based on evidence that
such packaging holds high prothise for improvement. The AACTE Committeeon PBTE recently acknowledged that "the use of modules is not a necessary,defining characteristic of PBTE programs."21 And Hersh points out that"one extension of this process (retaining a skill based thrust) is thatthe modules developed become.seen as being sufficient unto themselvesrather than as clear parts of a fully integrated larger experience."2Some'of the most prominent current PBTE experiments are highly modular.
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The Committee also indicOes it can be implied that an essential
characteristic of PBTE is that the instructional program is not time-
based in units of fixed duration. Yet modules are units, and they tend
to be developed ill ways that at least assume time frames for their

completion.
A

Some Possible Alternatives,

In proposing "realignments for teacher edueation,"23 Wilhelms

presents a model for imprgving'preparation, one in which all the essential

elements seem to be taken into account, in which sequencing and cohcurrency
seem reasonable, and which appears to reflect a balance among theory, skills,

development, and pracice in'the schools.)

A number of the essential characteristics in Wilhelm's model are not
inconsistent with parts of some performance-based proposals and implementa-
tions. Some are at considerable variance. Others reflect more differences

in degree of emphasis and priority. Wilhelms gives high priority to the

personal development of the teacher candidate. He states that (along with
,Arthur Coombs) he believes the effective teacher, to be a mature person
who has learned to use himself effectively as a teaching instrument
that teaching is a personal act--"basically intercommunicative and
interrelative with other persons." This seems to be in contrast to some
PBTE programs that place heavy emphasis on cognitive skills, on self-
taught, modular instruction in which the student completes the kit (mainly

on his own), submits to the evaluation device, then proceeds to the next

module. Students in some PBTE programs have expressed dissatisfaction
with the lack of opportunity to interrelate more directly and more fre-
quently with staff and each other as they go through the program.

the general design of the Wilhelms model calls for (1) a curriculum

of field experiences, (2) a continuing seminar, and (3) an instructional
iboral tory. To some this may appear to be teacher education of several
ecadeS ago revisited, particularly the continuing seminar which calls

for an interdisciplinary-team approach to instruction. Unquestionably%

some of those early experiments with core curriculum in teacher education

did not work very well. However, considerable knowledge concerning teacher
education has been acquired in the meantime. Perhaps it is time to try

it again with some new adaptations. The same mistakes do not have to

be repeated. It is just possible that it is ah idea whose time has come.
As noted earlier, there is today much more substance in child growth
and development, learning psychology, sociology of the schoolsi,culturaf
anthropology, philosophy, and other disciplines and emerging disciplines,
all with important relevance to teaching.

Wilhelms recommends some other interventions that were not character-
istic of earlier efforts, for example, the same students and the same
faculty team working more intensively with students in the field. While

the field-based characteristic of PBTE might be expected to satisfy this

provision, we have been unable to find much emphasis on either interdisciplinary
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approaches or school of education faculty teams working in the field. In
facts teadhers,involved in at least one prominent PBTE program indicate
that the field supervision aSliects of PBTE may be one of its weakest
links. There have been reports of infrequent visits of college personnelto the school setting and little effort to relate the theoretical education
content and that of relateg, disciplines to the field experience in ways
that would result in ittebeing meaningful--an experience that would help
teachers -in- preparation see the wholeness of the practice of the profession
and be able to lihswer the question of why they do what they do. The
problem of reflecting this wholeness in PBTE programs has been well dealt
with by Broudy.24

A third major component of the Wilhelm's mode/1- that is'reflected in
some PBTE programs is what he terms an.instructiona Zaboratory--" a
place richly equipped and manned by a variety of specialists." The
University of Houston installation and someof what takes place at Florida's
International University seem to fit this category.

Another promising alternative appears to be in the form of the
University of Florida's Childhood Education Program. Coombs and 4Inzer
describe'it as a program "designed to facilitate the student's develop-ment as an effective person-teacher."25

Some unique aspects of this
program whictrare worth pursuing and which seem not to have had muchimpact in the performance-based movement include:

'1. Program emphasis on6personal meaning rather than on behavior

2. Program characterized by an open system of thinking--one in
which it is not required that all outcomes be precisely defined
in advance

3. Attention to the "fit" of the teaching method to the particular
teacher and, the' particular situation in which the teacher is
working

4. An ongoing seminar for the purpose of tying everything together

.5. Emphasis on self-evaluation and on
s

sudents' helping each other
9 identify and explore teaching problems.

Another source of alternatives is in the Canadian experience. At
the University of British Columbia, the Faculty of Education has developed
for test and tryout nine alternative teacher education)programs. Although
considerably oriented to internship experience'in the schools and to 0
community study and involvement, only two of the modelS appear to reflect
PBTE premises in any substantial way. If one Canadian institution can
generate such a range of alternative models, there must be endless
possibilities in American institutions with their great variety were they
to think expansively and veer from what is fast becoming single-mindedness.

A whole galaxy of possible alternatives present themselves from
examination of the work of Joyce and Weil. Sixteen different modefs
categorized in four "families" are identified in Models of Teaching.26
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As Weil states in another publication, "many competency-based program
designs begin the delineation of competencies at\the micro -level and
continue to build a program of small behavioral outcomes...Columbia University
Teachers College...bRgan with the teaching,strategy as the basic unit of

the program design."477

Whether or not generation of the model.from a teachingstrategy as

d basic element is the more recommendable procedure is debatable. In

another place, Joyce, Soltis, and Weil- name five strategies (options)

for identifying models of teaching,2W Some of these, it might be argued,
hOld as much promise as that employing the teaching strategy as the basic.,
element.*

Whatever the strategy for identifying the model, whatever the model
or models selected, and based on whatever Values, the Joyce-tell materials

should be a rich resource. Only recently does the PBTE movement seem to
have drawn on these models, then only minimally and fn a few places.

' Finally, a source4or identification of perfomances to be further
tested and tried which came out in the work of Rosenshine,and Furst29 and

which once was strongly advocated now seems to be less hopeful. Rosenshine

and Furst selected a set of studies (50 of them) that identified teacher
performances which appeared the most promising for producing student
achievement -- performances such as Flarity, variability, and enthusiasm.
Buta recent reanalysis of Rosenshine-Furst by Heath and Nielson30 raises_

6seous'questions about the consistency of definition of'performance, the-
adequacy of the achievement measures, and the statistical tests applied
in identifying the promising performances. Even so, some of the performances

that appear to hold up the best under the Heath-Nielson scrutiny may still

be better places to put effort than where some of At seems to be going

currently.

In his review ,of the research on teacher behavior and student
achievement, Potter identifies some measures (from the Rosenshine-Furst
review and others) which he describes as "clearly worthy of further study."31

At the same time he indicates support for the Rosenshine statement "that
we know very little about the relationship between classroom behaviorcdnd

student gains." Then he provides some recommendations, several of which
bear repeating in the context of this discussion:

Reseath designs should accommodate all of the variables which
affect)student achievement. Neither teacher behavior nor stu-
dent achievemeht occurs in a vacuum; instead they occur in a
complex interaction with other variables, such as organizational

- climate, teacher and student characteristics, and student peer

*One of these, "the particular educational approach," seems to be persuasive
in its logic. A curriculum is first developed along with its particular

materials. Then the tasks are specified which will be required to im-

plement the curriculum. Fallowing that, teacher roles are defined for
accomplishing the tasks.
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group behavior....

The range of student achievement measures should be expanded to
include all levels and types of student gain that are desired
by the educational system....

Teacher behavior measures should focus not.only on teacher be-
havior toward the class as a'whole, but also.on teacher-behavior
relative to individual students.

Because so little in teacher education is verifiable, wouldn't itbe neat if the USOE, the various consortia, the'individual institutionalprojects, and the AACTE were to place some resources, energies, and
talents in researching several alternative models under carefully controlled
situations and using control groups based On already existent programs?

-
And wouldn't it be neat if the same groups were to support a number

of tightly designed research projects'to further, test the effects on
student learning of one or more of the performances "worthy of further'
study"--tentative as they are--identified by Rosenshine and Furst abd byPotter? A

o
VI

flSuch approaches seem topake a lot of sense. They make a lot more
sense, in fact, than beginning with unvalidated models from the prIvate
sector, delineated, as Weil 4 says, at the micro- level and built into
small behavioral outcomes that have not been shown related to much of
anything.

O
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Section IV

.SPECIFIC ISSUES IN PERFORMANCE-BASED TEACHER EDUCATION
OF CONCERN TO.TEACHERS

At this point it seems appropriate to deal with the issue of definitioq

of performance-based teacher education. Too many"treatises on the subject
and,on a variety of other educational innovations, for that matter -- succeed
in, presenting long and persuaiive arguments without defining what. is; being

discussed. It is a safe way to proceed. When one's position is,opposed$
he or she can always plead that that is not, by definition, what was meant.

The following,definition,rif widely accepted, might alleviate some

of the problems with 'the movement:

Performance-based teacher education is a procedure for
helping prospective and in-service teachers acquire those
knowledges, skills, and attitudes that research, empirical
evidence, and expertise indicate contribute most to pro-
vidinTlearning opportunities that are consistent with ob-

jectives of schools.*

The,above definition is in contrast too one which appears to have,

in large measure, guided the PBTE movement:

...in performance-based prograMs performance goals are
specified, and agreed to, in rigorous detail in advance
of instruction. The student must either be ableto
demonstrate his abilify to promote desirable learning
or exhibit behaviors known to promote it.... Emphasis
is on demonstrated product or output.33

At first examinition the difference bdtween the two definitions

might seem to be inaffily in degree. It is more than that -- it is a major
philosophical difference running through not only the,PBTE movement but
also through the broader movement known as accountabftity* And this

brings us to a major implication of PBTE which disturbs teachers:a .

Relating Performarifie to Outcomes °_

It has been said that one mark of a charlatan in any profession is
that he guarantees outcomes.34 The proprietor of the diploma mill guarantees
that the recipient of his sheepskin will get a job; the mail orderhouse
guarantees the would-be horticulturist that great oaks will grow from acorns

t=,

*This definition is one that has been widely used in the united teaching

profession. It implies that teacher expertise should carry heavy weight

insuch determination.
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if only the customer buys the wonder fertilizer and applies it as directed;
the medical quack guarantees that his electronic machine will cause warts
to disappear or correct stomach ailments'-- whatever the need.

The well-prepared and seasoned profeistonal has learned better. _Such
learding is part of becoming a senior prbfessional. Ifihe is a lawyer, he
has learned the most current and acceptabletprocedures for preparing briefs
and arguing cases, but he has also learned that even the best of these will
not always result in winning casts. If he is an accountant, he has learned
the most accurate and efficient manner for rendering balances and measuring
the financial status of the business, but cannot assure ,that balance
sheets will shbw particular outcomes (read profits). If he is a physician,
he hasxlearned the most sophisticated techniques for diagnosing and pre-
scribing,"but he cannot assure recovery and continued,good health.

A wide range of observers.have warned against the posture expressed
in tht Elam definition that "the student either must be able to demonstrate'
his ability to promote desirable learning or,exhibit behaviors known to
promote it...," Three are cited here.

.

Robert Stake, prominent researcher and evaluation specialist, says:

School personnel,do not --'nor does anyone else -- know hot./ to
make specific.massive improvement in student performance. It
will;not help to specify what.all students should knbw, or. leel,
or be able to'do. In fact it will hurt. The improvement most
people yearn for will only come when opportunities come, in
school and out. The schoolg need to be, encouraged to examine
the quality of learning opportunities they provide.35

The last sentence of the Stake statement is highly consistent with
***the definition of PBTE suggested above by the author as Acceptable.

John Braderfas, Congressman from I4diana, puts it another way:

...when the parent goes to the teacher to say \ "You're being
paid to teach, but my Johnny can't read," the teacher 011 be
able -d point out that certain factors beyond her control, but
perha within the parents' control, may well be standing in
Johnny way.... The only way I'can agree, in a moral sense,
tallak some attempt to be, accountable for the actions of
persons who are not fully under my control pis if those persons
are Presented to me with all negative conditions removed. And
since there is no way of insuring that children will walk into
our public/schools only under optimal conditions for learning,
it seems I cannot morally agree to be accountable; in this
narrow legal sense, for the learning of my students.

So is there some means of assuring ourselves of the guarantee
which the notion of accountability was originally introduced
to provide -- the guarantee that children will in fact learn
something specific?. In view of the qualifications I have, in
logic, been constrained to make, I think not.36
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Finally, a warning from a specialist in educational measurement:

Nothing short of random a signment of teachers as an ironclad
administrative necessity will ensure that the teachers were
in a. fair race to produce pupil gains.37

The Lack of Verified Performances

Since few if any particular teaching performances can be shown to
have direct relationship to specific student learning outcomes,38 the
following major questions arise in developing performance-based programs:

What criteria shall be used for identifying and developing
performances?

What performances shall be taught to all prospective teachers
(That is, are there generid performances)?

Which performances are "specialty specific" (which shall apply
to different stOject areas, varying instructional purposes, and
different types of learners)?

Thel3BTE movement appears not to have attended very well to the
resolution of these issues. Thousands of performances have been identified --

whole catalogs of them. But such compilations do not often appear to begin
with local goals and objectives for schooling or to proceed to generating
or adopting performances that the highest expertise and best judgment concur
might provide optimum learning opportunities for accomplishing the objectives.
The AACTE Committee on PBTE acknowle es this in stating:

The Committee believes the earlier statement did not stress
sufficiently that the competencies are not just picked out of
the air but are derived analytically and must be related to
the basic objectives of the schools.39

Putting it starkly, the movement has not turned its attention very
much to eitherconducting or supporting research on two key questions:

4' In light of goals and objectives for, schooling, wIlat performances should
all teachers be able to demonstrate ?` And, what performances should
particular teachers be able to demonstrate in relation to specific student

learning tasks?

Once some performances are identified and agreed on, there is the
complicated task of determining whether or not they can be taught, to what
degree they can be taught, and by what varying methods. When appropriate

, methods have been identified for teaching the performances, these methods
will then need to be taught to teacher educatdrs. And one wonders who is

attending to all that.
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Who. Should Learn What First? -- Educating
the Teacher Educators

When the pirformances are agreed on and validated, they must be
taught to prospective teachers and to teachers in service provided that
knowledges, performances, and attitudes are discovered which are importantfor all teachers or for specific teaching tasks. And so the education
and reeducation ofteacher educators becomes crucial.

What performances do, teacher educators need to perfect in order that
their students (the prospective teachers) learn the indicated performances?
Might not °what's good for the goose..." apply here? One wonders whetherteacher educators have been so busy identif9ing performances which teachersshould master that'they have given little attention to what might be evenmore important in the whole process -- their own performances. One wonderswho is developing performance - based programs for teacher educators with
the speed and'enthusiasm that performances, are being developed for teachersto-learn. Some teacher education institutions appear not unlike what hasbeen said of the,U.S. Congress -- anxious and willing to investigatvnyone,
anyplace, anytime but itself:

Evaluating the Mastery of Peilormance
C

In their monograph on recommendations, the AACTE Committee states,°Assessment lies at the heart of PBTE.°40 In discussing this topic, it °appears that the Committee is using the term assessment in a broad enough
sense to include evaluation.*

We agree that evaluation lies at the heart of PBTE. Even when the
movement has gone the long route it will take to identify, validate, andcome to consensus on appropAate generic and task-specific performances(the preceding pages suggest that this activity has only just begun), it
will need to arrive at some widely acceptable means for evaluating the
relative mastery of avarious performances by prospective teachers.

The Matter of Quantification

rt

Elam's definition of PBTE places emphasis on the specification of
goals in rigorous detail and demonstration of the ability to promote
desirable learning. Under such a conceptualization, the problem of how

*In some research contexts,
those activities related to
data is termed evaluation.,

the term assessment is used to indicate only
data gathering; making judgments from the
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much of a difference it takes to make a difference be ome important. That

is, once a performance has been identified, isolated desc ibed "in rigorous

( detail," and its essential quality for teacher education agreed.on, an

-0
important question becomes, "How much of it must a teacher candidate be

able to demonstrate in order to practice the professOon?" Another key

question will be, "With different performances, what will be the thresh-

old of mastery by which determination can be made that this candidate

has mastered enough of the performance to be licensed for professional

practice and that candidate has not and shoulerreFycle?"

This is a highly complex issue. It is one that will require talent,

commitment, and vast research and development resources.

What Can Be Done about Selettirig Performance?
.

That we are pessimistic about early successes in identifying and

validating performances, training for them, and quantifying and agreeing

on thresholds of mastery does not mean we believe there is little or

nothing that can be done to improve teaching particularly and the schools

generally.

Indeed, we believe quite the opposite. Unlike Coleman and Jencks,

webelieve teachers can and do make a difference. And we believe schools

make a difference. On this we concur with John Brademas who, in elabbrating

on the statement cited above, said:

.
But this conclusion does not mean -- I hasten to add -- that

we have to.give up on'the hoVe of being able to educate our

children more effectively than we've been doing up to now.41

There are some postures and some efforts we can and.doisupport in

this arena.

Generally we support efforts to assist teachers, both pre- and-in-

service, to learn techniques that, on the basis Of expertise and empirical

evidences, are considered good processes per se: individualization,

personalization, the rudiments of good group process, and activities which

allow for students to pursue divergent interests and creative acts. The

kind of teaching skills that are described or implied in such instruments

as Indicators of Oualitz4"4 are some of these. The approaches proposed

in some of the alternative models at theliniversity of British Columbia

cited earlier also appear promising for these purposes.
lb

In addition, we believe teachers need to learn several diverse methods

for approaching the teaching of such skills as reading and mathematics.

The teaching of these two skills has had extensive research and development

over a considerable period. And while no single method appears to have

emerged as most appropriate, several methods for each have been shown to

have some reliability and validity for various purposes and with various

student populations. All teacher education programs for elementary teachers
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should reflect in-depth understanding of and ability to mdnipulate and
adapt several of these methodologies.

Also.in social studies and science at both elementary and secondarylevels, a number of programi encompass teaching strategies which are 0101developed and promising and Should be incorporated into the preparation
programs, of teachers.

While' every effort should be made by the schools to teach all studentsthe basic skills and to promote their personal development in ways thatwill result in fuller living, "to be able to demonstrate his ability topromote desirableraearning",is more than can be expected given the presentstate of the art and science of teaching. So the'emphasis must continueto be on process rather than, as Elam puts it, on "demonstrated productor output."

The Limitation of Performance Objectives

,' it almost goes without saying that schools must establish some ,priorities. They cannot be all things to all people. And so teachers,
too, must make some choices in responding to agreed-on priorities. By.now, most states and many local communities have established goals forschooling. For the most part, the goals'are broadly conceived and mandatethe school, to concern themselves with promoting a wide spectrum of Skills,knowIedges;- and attitudes. While there is considerable evidence thatthose who establish the goals (parents and other citizens with advicefrom professionals) are anxious that the schools do their very best toteach reading, writing, and arithmetic, there is also strong evidence
thaethey do not wish the schools to slight several other goals so
commonly enumerated: citizenship, a positive self-image, healthful living, , i.worthy homemembership, and marketable work skills. Most often a minorityof the goals developed, accepted, and publicly-stated by the citizenry
relate to basic skills.

Many of the teaching performances implemented under PBTE seem to'be those that lend themselves to imparting knowledge. There appears tobe little attention to t 'irng prospective teachers to help their students
analyze, synthesize, and d aw generalizations and apply them to newphenomena. for is much emphasis placed on the several methodologies for
teaching reading and mat ematfcs let alone on educating teachers in
procedures fok' teaching etizenship,, valpes clarification, healthful living,or work skills.

itt %

The emphasis on teaching teachers skills related to knowledge learningswill sooner or later result in the goals for schooling being warped to
overemphasize student learning related to the knowledge areas. Nash hascalled attention to this:

It seems impossible to develop a PBTE program without being
able to measure the performances that are deemed desirable.
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The perennial danger is that whatever cannot be measured will

simply be excluded. BLA according to humanistic criteria,
this would leave out trip most crucial educational values,

given our present level of skill in measaring.43

(t/ Emphasis on Presentation-Type Processes

PBTE seems to over-emphasize those teaching performances based on,

teacher talk. The Flanders-type performances are a case in point. Most

of them are based on lecturing, questioning, summarizing, synthesizing,

and the ike. Even the "promising" performances identified by Rosenshine

and Fur t draw heavily on Planders-type performance and findings from

such in truments as the Stanford Teacher Competence Appraisal Guide.

The Guide is heavilS, weighted to teacher presentation of a lesson

and. other teacher-centered performances. Other strategies common in a

number of PBTE models are microteaching and minicourses. Both of these

tend to focus attention on what the teacher does when he or she presents,

asks questions, or in other ways talks to students. Very little emphasis

seems to have been placed on student talk or active involvement of students

in group activities, interpersonal skill development, individual research,

or learningtby doing.

The implication in heavy emphasis on such performances is that teaching

consists mainly of the teacher talking. One wonders whatever happened to

the sound concept of "teacher as. observer"and guide" which gcmv back 30

years or more.*

Performance Objectives as Situation Specifics

Edelfelt has called to attention "the fact that performance or

behavior is not an isolated entity, that it'does not exist irrespective

of everything else, is of tantamount importance and is often ignored when

performance criteria become a preoccupation."1.4

One's ability to demonstrate proficiency in many teaching performances

depends on a broad range of program factors and conditions. Among the

program factors are: -

*This concept was reflected in the school quality measuring instrument,

"The Growing Edge," published first in 1945. A more recent generation

of this type of instrument, Indicators of Quality, emphasizes involving

,activities, including the evaluation of classroom performance by observing

student behavior for the same length of time that teacher behavior is observed.
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Appropriateness and up- 'to- dateness of the curriculum

Meaningfulness of the curriculum for the particular culture

Interrelationship of program elements

Unique characteristics of the curriculum to be taught.

On the last factor, Heath and Nielson havethe following to report:

The performance-based education model ...'ignores what
is to be taught. Though the studies reviewed here were
concerned with everything from aircraft mechanics to
reading, no effort is apparent in identifying the possible
interactions between teacher-behavior variables.and content.
It seems unlikely that one set of teaching behaviors is most
effective for teaching everything. If there is an important
interaction between \type of content and teaching behavior
(g en cognitive achi vement as criteria), then the conclusion
about whidh teaching behavior is effective may be determined
as much by content as by_teacher behavior.45

Some conditions which inevitably affect the teachers' ability todemonstrate proficient performance are:

Decision-making power in curricular matters

Teaching load (including but not limited to numbers of students)
0

Preparation time

Time to teach

°Opportunity for in-service development

Availability of material and media.

Plant facilities.

Beyond these, and what may be more significant than any of them, are the
characteristics of the students to be taught. It should be obvious that
it will be much more difficult to demonstrate proficiency in particular
performances with some student populations than with ethers. As notedearlier, Glass reminds us that "nothing short of random assignment ofpupils to teachers as an ironclad administrative necessity will

45
ensurethat the teachers were in a fair race to produce pupil gains."

If the readiness of teachers in preparation to practice the profession
is to be judged in large measure by their classroom behavior, then cat of
the program factors, conditions, and differing student characteristics
will need to be taken into account as variables that affect performance
evaluation decisions. And because it seems possible to develop PBTE
programs w'thout measuring performance, all the above will need to be
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measured and their unique effects determined (placed in multiple regressions)

in establishing expectancy for teachers in preparation or in service.

In short, the performance-based movement does not seem to be paying

much attention to the complex task of measuring the great array of variables

cited above. In some programs general descriptions have been developed

of the conditions under which particular performances are to be carried

out. But we find little evidence,of rigorous attempts to control key

variables and to measure performance under varying program arrangements,

unique classroom conditions, and with differing student populations.

We suggest some small, carefully controlled research projects for

this purOose, prOjects in which student poOlatiod characteristics are

taken into account and numbers of other variables are manipulated in turn

(class size, preparation time, in-service education).

Minority Group, Multicultural and Bilingual Education and PBTE

o

The movement has made forays into the mufticultural/bilingual arenas,

with implications for teacher education.as it relates to minority-group

needs.

McKenna and Sandoval have stated:

It appears to us that much of what teachers must learn in

order to function effectively in multicultural education

lies in the affective domain and is highly value laden....47

And Petihrew48 has called attention to the importance of teacher behaviors
which demonstrate that their attitudes toward expectancies of culturally

different children are positive and constructive.

These positions are strengthened in the pronouncements of Rogers,

who states: -

The predominant characteristic of teacher preparation programs

attempting to train teachers to work with minority group

students was its basic focus on influencihg the attitude and

value structure of prospective teachers....

Since affective factors appear to be critical to the effective

teaching .of minority students, the emphasis ... in PBTE does

not appear to offer a reasogable alternative to present

teacher-education programs.49

As a result of exploration and the review of the work of such

authorities as those cited, McKenna and Sandoval concluded:

... eve do not find evidenCe that the PBTE movement as presently

conceived has much concerned itself with this kind of teacher

education i
,

n the g eric sensei let alone for multicultural

purposes. 5u
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Financial andAther Resources

If teacher education is to be changed meaningfully and effectively itwill cost money--large sums of money--no matter what the model.

Assume' for the moment that one were to opt only for the following:
(1) rigorous instruction in current relevant substantive disciplines
already cited, and (2) a minimum internship of one year (two would be
better) with adequate supervisory and support service from both universityand school system. This alone would increasethe per-student cost of
teacher education severalfold by adding at least one year to university
pursuits: and a minimum of three or four times as much to the field
experience. Then if a skills laboratory based on presently available
and at least partially developed performances were to be included,
additional costs would be required.

Above and beyond this, if a large research effort were to be mounted
to identify a broad range of performances believed to best reflect the
goals and objectives of schools, if laboratory instruction in the performances
were tested and validated, if the performances were tested in the schoolsand finally related to student learning outcomes, the cost might outrun
that of the total NASA effort which ended with five trips to the moon..
Whatever the costs, the human resources in terms of talent and time wouldbe immense. And the time-line alone might be twice that of the moonshot
operation, or at least 20 years.

Or consider the need for released time for teachers to become involvedin teacher education. Paying for adequate time would be costly. An almost
universal complaint of those involved in PBTE programs is lack of timeand,money.

Recent estimates are that the total effort per year over the last
four Or five years in the form of financial support to PBTE from the USOE'
has been $3.5 million.* Much of this has gone to,run conferences and
publish literature. Oarland has said "there is no lack of literatureabout PBTE..4 We even have a growing set of literature about the
literature."*I What might be judged as truly rigorbils research and
development effatts have been miniscule.

It seems reasonable to conclude that if either PBTE or alternatives
are to be looked on with optimism, there will need to be infinitely moreresources applied. And the priorities in allocation of resources will
need to be redirected.

*Additional funds have been allocated from postsecondary education programsand the National Institute of Education but figures on these were unavailable.
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Relating PBTE to Accountability and Lice sure

No matter what is said or how many disclaimers are set down, the

movement in its origins and present activities strongly implies as a

purpose accountability and licensure, of personnel already in service con

the basis of performance. PBTE conferences have dealt with sucit topics

as PBTE and teacher evalyation and-PBTE and certification.

Strong proponents of ,PBTE have acknowledged its origins in and

relaion to the accountability movement. *2 And it has been formally

cited as a reflection of the accountability movement:

Performance-based teacher education is the most visible

manifestation at the university level of the accountability
pressures in the edvcational ,system that came to full flower

in the late 19601s.oi

On the accountability issue, Cortright and Pershing have well

summarized the way teachers look on the movement:

Opposition to or serious criticism of PBTE by teachers does

not mean that teachercdo not'want to be accountable. Rather,

their posftion suggests that they merely question the validity

of.PBTE as the way of teacher preparation. Teachers feel

threatened if PBTE implies teacher incompetence and a necessity

that teachers must demonstrate competency when such has not

been clearly defined.54

And Brademas has uggested a way of looking at the flow of account-

ability:

... the assumption is that
i.

t is perfectly proper for there

to be a heirarchy of accountability, with persons at the,

lower levels being accountable to persons atsnext higher

levels. But I want to suggest to you that this is not a
democratic way of doing things. If we lent to say that
teachers are accountable-to-someone, it seems only fair

to have someone accountable-to-teachers.55

Accountability in our judgthent must not mandate levels of proficiency

on specific performances as long as there continues to be little agreement

on the performances, extreme difficulty in measuring proficiency levels,

and lack of verification of either in relation to student learning.

Finally, our definition of accountability runs as follows:

Accountability consists of describing clearly what one
intends to do and reporting honestly how well the in-
tentions have been realized.

State certification officers take strong interest in the PBTE movement,

J
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ls with PBTE andtaccredN

, including participating, in its work sessions an writing papers in ttsdefense. One of the most recent monographsdea,
tation; and evens,though the manuscript does not seem to make much of a
case for linking the two, its very existence bears witness that the ideais afoot.56

On the licensure side, it hardlx seems necessary to make the point
because the lack of verification of performance has been so fully dealt
with at earlier places in this monograph. And it might bd assumed that
co thinking educators and enlightened lay policymakers would propose
hanges so basic and pervading as revised licensure procedures excepton the basis of sound and verified evidence that the new procedures will

serve the profession and'the public better than the old. Since some
(states, however, have prematurely made attempts at mandating PBTE asthe only form of teacher education (which at least implies licensure
on a single basis)--New York and Texas are cases in point--strong exceptionneeds to be taken to such plans lest some states become locked into
revised licensure procedures decades ahead of their verification.

Who's Evaluating PBTE?

Since PBTE proposesep so rigorously hold its products accountablefor conducting specific OFformances, one would, expect proponents of the
movement to be anxious and willing to develop extensive and intensive -
means for evaluating the performances of PBTE's own contributions toimproving teacher education. One might expect to see myriad evaluation
models employing multiple indexes. Ohe would look for numbers of
experimental groups matched with control groups undergoihg conventionalprograms. And'one would assume extensive evaluation by the students
experiencing the programs, by teachers and administrators in the schools
where the expeeimepti are operational, by individual independeht researchersand research teams, and by numerous outside impartial expert panels.

One would think that a movement so bent on precisely evaluating theperformance of its products could hardly avoid, let alone neglect, suchscrutiny. But all this`seems to have gone sadly unheeded. In their
haste(to get something going (a number of PBTE proponents have prynounced
that implementation cannot await research and evaluation), many in the
movement have neglected to build in rigorous evaluation systems fromthe beginning.

So several years Of operation in most programs are not likely to
provide much indication of their successes compared to conventional ,programs. It appears that the profession and the public will just have
to take their word for it or dismiss the whole -thing as another educational
panacea that wasn't very well conceived.

CT



Seation V ,
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CONTINUING EDUCATION OF TEACHERS AND OTHER EDUCATORS

The in-service education needs of teachers are great in terms of

sheer numbers. Wer two million teachers served in the schools of the

country in 1974-75, two million teachers working daily with 25 or 30 or

more elementary students or 125 or more secopdary studOnts, working with

students who come to school with increasingly wider ranges of verbal

skills, aptitudes, motivations, and values-. These widening differences
in student characteristtcs alone create problems that the most seasoned'

teachers find themselves frequently unable to respond to. In addition,

communities require that ever-increasing responsibilities be taken on

by teachers in service--teaching about the ecology., drug abuse, con-

sumer education, sex education, computer programming--a never-ending list.

Time for teachers to attend to all these responsibilities diminishes.

Staggered lunch periods, alternating bus schedules, increased reporting

requirements, security precautions, and many other conditions contribute

to the shridking time to teach. Recent estimates have it that the average a

amount of time a teacher has'during tlie school day to work with individuals

or small, groups is about two minutes. 3/ Anti all these things and others

change so fast that teachers in service require massive opportunities to

learnnew and better ways of coping.

A recent NEA assessment of teachers' professional needs placld/these

kinds of issues near the top.

1. To learn how better to diagnose student individual learning

difficulties

2. To learn how to deal with apathetic students

3. To learn how better to work with students with wide ranges of

achievement levels.

These are only a few of the many complex and perplexing problems

facing teachers in service. When one thinks on the extent and complexity

of the problems, on the vast numbers inv9lved--2 million-plus teachers

and 45 million students, is it any wonder some suggest that pre-service

educationof teachers be given very low priority? Is it any wonder some

suggest that all efforts and resources in teacher.education, no matter

what the model, be placed on in-service?

Rather than beginning ith systenit borrowed from business and industry

and with accountability model out of the military, might not the
performance-baied movement better have begun with problems of high incidence

reported by teachers as they interrelate daily with their students? What

better use might be made of the talent, funds, and energies going to PBTE

than to join with teachers to research and develop better means for them

to diagnose and prescribe for individual learning difficulties?' Place

such an effort beside some of the following competencies found in the

:catalogs that have come out of the PBTE movement:
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Demonstrates readiness for teaching by being present at teaching
station before students appear

constructs worksheets for teaching reading comprehension

Administers corporal punishment properly

Considers the location of electrical outlets in the classroom
Ca 4

Collects catalogs of science equipment and materials'

Modifies behavior as needed

Includes copies of written progress reports in students' cumulative*
records.

Teacher Education as a Continuum

If, as we believe it ought to be, the education of a. professional "-is to be looked on as a career-long continuum, the initial conceptualize 'on,
the construction of models, and the'implementation of PBTE programs should
include the gradual developmeryt from novice to full professional with
.substantial provision for the more than two million teachers in service.
On this matter, such questions as the fopowing appear to be pertinent
6(4 not much attended to by-the PBTE movement: ,;-f

What generic performances are'so essential that all teachers in
service should be helped to learn them immediately?

What specjality-specific performances are-so essential that all
in-service teachers in particular specialitiei should leant_
them immediately?

How can teachers in service be assured of the essential qUalities 6
of these performances?

How will opportunities be provided for teachers in,Service to
learn the essential performances?

Ow will new performance needs of teachers in service be\identifled on a continuing career-longbasis?

How will continuous opportUnities to°learn newly validated,
performances be provided for in-service teachers throughout
their career?

How will internship experiences be organized so that interns
will gradually assume responsibilities as full professionals?

What provisions will be made'for lightened teaching loads for
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those who work full-time in the schools but are being gradually

. inducted to full professionalism?

All these seem, important issues to be dealt with as the massive task

of attending to in-service teachers' performance needs is considered.

4

Needs Assessment as a Source of Performance
Identification for Teachers

It has already been suggested that a major ata-siiurce for .determining

teachers' in-service education needs is'through needs assessments,of teachers

themselves.*

Since few if any of the lists of performances that have come out of

the PBTE movement halle had much validation, why not ask teachers themselves

what they need to learn most or to be able to do in order to improve.their

instructional practice? . And since the low validity of mostof the

performs ce lists appears to be inherent and Oomises to be solfor a long

durationnless there"occurs some unlikely and monumental research

breakthrough4 teacher needs assessment for deteivining what teachersA

should learn and be able to do seems logical and practical.

Procedures for such needs aisessments are already available. And

indeed, hundreds of,local teachers' associations ajl across the country

have achieved a large measure of success in identifying teacher in-Aervice

needs. Thts haA been brought about by the NEA through its needs assessment

project, now in the third year of operation.

Those who propose changes in teacher education, both pre-service and

in-service, would do well to take long serious)looks At what teachers

report as their most urgent professional needs. What practicing teachers

must contend with today, pre-service teachers will face tomorrow. As

much as it might be wished otherwise things do not change that fast.

Responding 6 the Needs

i

When essential knarledges and performances have been identiqed by

in-service teachers themselves, college and university personnel -t-hould

then join with teachers andoother school district personnel in determining

the most viable means for attaining the required know-how.
N,,

One promising approach seems to be the teacher-center concept." Over

*Current catalogs and ()per lists of performances seem rather to have come

mainly, from professors, researchers, administrators, and curriculum specialists.
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the past several years, the Nati nal Education Association has been working
with its state and local affiliates tO explore and test teacher-centered
approaches to in-service education. As defined by the NEA, the concept,
encompasses the following:

An assembling of and/or a place phere...teacherslearn,more
about teaching. It implies a planning,'program, and admini-1 N1/4

strative process in which teachers have more than simply the
right to participate in a con tjnuing education program, once
a program has bben establishedl A teachers' center implies
proprietary planning rights.58

As reflected, in the British implementation of the concept, the NEA
definition is explicit: in requiring thanoteacher-centering" be an enter-
prise in which teachers learn what they sdhse they need to learn most;
under conditions they find vost conducive to that learning, and from'those
they believe most able to tAach it to theti in ways that will relate it
meaningfully and directly*to their daily professional responsibilities.

In-service Education and the Field-Based ConCept

With its heavy conceptual-emphasis mfield-basednesS, one might
expect that it would be natural for PBTE to related. directly to in-setvice
education. But this seems not to be the case, even though some PBTE
literature and at least one,conf4ence have been devoted to aspects of
in-service as they relate,to the movement. Performances, seem to continue
to be generated mainly at the college and university level, taught first
to prospective teachers in seminars or laboratories on the college.campus
and then tried out by them (asstudent teachers), in, the school,setting.

4An action research effort involving teachers, interns, and college-
university personnel for generating and-validating performanCes might be
well worth trying. Teachers in service have much' to contribute on what
works or what is likely to work. tf. the school were to become a true
laboratory setting in which teachers,professdrs, and interns worked closely
and intensively together with students as they devise and test, new teaching
performances, there might Soon be workable sblutions tdsome of the unsolved
teaching and learning problems that plagOe today's schools. This is an
idea that hos beencabout a long Mime. Schaefer suggested it nearly a
decade,ago.D9

v
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SOME SUMMARIZING CONCLUSIONS

1. A-broad range of issues related to innovating programs for teacher
,education are appropriate tobe considered-for negotiation by teachers.

2. Governanceof teacher education by consortium will need to involve
teachers as decision makers in proportions that reflect their ratio
to numbers in the total profession.

3. Teachers have a broad and serious prOfessiOnal stake in teacher 6
education as evidenced by their past and continued commitment to
and involvement in improving and stabilizing the profession and in
working toward responsible professional governance.

4. There is no valid research base for evaluating teacher perfprmances
on the basis of student learning outcomes.

5. A wide variety of carefully controlled research programs are needed
to identify and validate teaching performances which are most likely
to. produce student learning.

.440

6. Peiformances proposed fi. test and tryout 'need to'be relevant to
school goals and objectives.

School of education personnel will need to develop and validate
performances for themselves that will result in their students
learning the performances agreed on.

4
8. Precautions need to be taken that not only measurable performances

are considered but also a broad range of empirically generated
affective processes that in and of themselves make sense, no matter
what-the outcomes. ,

9. Teaching objectives need to die implemented through a broad yange of
performances that will make it possible for teachers to attend to
the generally. broad goals established for schooling, performances
which encompass, in addition to skills learnings, a wide range of
affective behaviors and attitudes.

r

10: Proposed changes in'teacher edu tion need to tale into account that
teaching proficiency is situation- specific. That is, performance
does not exist apart.from the total setting in which ft takes place.
The ability to demonstrate proficiency in many performances will
depend in large measure on a broad range of programJaqqrs and
conditions., ,...-ip

''0 , ,
%\

11:' Teacher education for multicultural purposes-needs generally to
emphasize the affective domain and specifically to concern itself
with attitudes toward and expectencies of culturally different students.

0.

,,,
.

12. If
,

teacher 'education is to be changed meaningfully and effectively, it
will take large sums Of.money, sums that many times surpass what is

.
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now being allocated to the enterprise.

13. To effectively,restructure teacher education will require time lines
much longer than any now proposed.

. 14. Accountability and licensing considerations based on changes in
teacher education must await, verification of the usefulness of the.
new procedures on thebasis of test and tryout over long enough
periods of.time to assure they are superior to traditional procedures.

15.. The field-based aspect, of teacher education should involve teachers
in-service in such a way that needs of interns are based.in large
measure on problems identified by those teachers already practicing
the profession.

,16. Already existing, well-developed assessment procedures for identifying
inIservie needs of teachers represents one appropriate mechanism for
identifying teaching perforipance ,to be developed, tested, and tried
Out.

0
17. A promising approach for improving teacher education is for teachers

in service, professors, and in erns to work together on developing,
testing, and tryitig new performances as solutions to those unsolved
teaching and learning problems identified by assessment of the pro-
fessional needs of teachers in service.

eiv
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The American Association of.ColIeges for Teacher Education is an organization of more than 860 colleges
and universities joined together in a common interest: more effective ways of preparing educational personnel
for our'changing society. It is national in scope, institutional in structure, and voluntary. It has served
teacher education for 55 years in professional tasks which no single institution, agency, organization, or
enterprise can accbmplish alone. .1I

AACTE's members arellocated in every state of the nation and in Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin
Islands.' Collectively, they prepare more than 90 percent of the teaching force that enters American schools
each year. - . ..

,
.

,

The Association maintains-.its headquarters in the National Center for Higher Education, in Washington,
D.C. -- the nation's capital, which also in recent years has become an educational capital. This location
enables AACTE to work closely With many professional org ni2ations and goyernment agencies concerned with
teachers and their preparation.

.

In. AACTE headquarters, a stable professional staff is in continuous interaction with other educators
and, with officials who influence education, both fin immediate actions and future thrusts. Educators have
come to rely upon the AACTE headquarters office for information, ideas, and other assistance and, in turn,
to share their aspirations and needs. Such interaction alerts. the staff and officers to,current and ,
emerging needs of society and of education and makes AACTE the center for teacher education. The'professional
staff is regularly out,in the field--nationally and internationally-- serving eduCatoes and teeping abreast of
the "real world." The headquarters office staff implements theAssociation's objectives ana.programs, keeping
them vital and valid. .

.

. . < -9' 7N-......_,

Through conferences, study committees, CoMmissions, task forces, publications, and projects, AACTE
conducts a program relevant to the current needs of those concerned with better preparation programs for
educational personnel. Major prograMmatic thrusts are carried out by commissions on international education,
multicultural education, and accreditation standards.1 Other activities include governMent relations and a
consultative service in teacher education.

A number of activities are carried on collaboratively. These include major fiscal support for and
selection of higher education yekesentatives on the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education --
an activity sanctioned by the National Commission on Accrediting-and a joint enterprise of higher education
institutions repretented_by AACTE, organizations of-school board members, classroom teachers, state certifi-
cation officers, and chief state school officers. The Association headquarters provides secretariat services
for two organizations which help make teacher education more interdisciplinary and comprehensiye: the
Associated Organizations of Teacher Education and the International .Council on Education for Teaching. A
major interest in teacher education providet a common bona between AACTE "and fraternal organizations.

,
AACTE is deeply concerned with and involved in the major education issues of the day. Combining the

considerable resources inherent in the consortium-- constituted thr h a national voluntary assoCiatlon
with. strengths of others creates a synergism of exceptionarprodait ity andpotentiality.- Serving M the
nerve center and spokesman for major efforts to improve education p rsonnel, the Association brings to its a
task credibility, built-in cooperation and communications; contributions in oath and kind, and diverse staff
and membership capabilities.

%
I-.

r

, ..,,

AACTE proVides a capability for energetically, imaginatively, and effectively moping the n tio fbrward .

through better Prepared educational personnel. From its administration of the pioneering educ ele- '

makers in developing the current Recommended standards for Teacher Education,, to manXother act leeAAPET
vision program, "Continental Classroom," to its involvement of 20,000 practitioners, researcher

has demonstrated its organizational and consortium' qualifications and experiences in conceptualizing, studying
and experimenting, communicating, and implementing diverse thrusts for-carrying out socially and educationally
significant activities. With the past as prologue, AACTE is proud of its history and confident of its future
.among the "movers and doers" seeking continuous renewal of national'aspirations and accomplishments through

.education. .Q1.
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ABOUT THE TEXAS TEACHER CENTER PROJECT

The AACTE Committee on Performance-Based leather Education serves
as the national-component of the Texas Teacher Center Project. This

Project was initiated in July, 1970, through a graft to the Texas Educa-
tion Agency from the Bureau of Educational Personnel Development, USOE.
The. Project was initially funded under the Trainers of Teacher Trainers
(TTT) Program and the national component was subcontracted by the,Texas
Education Agency to AACTE.

9ne of the original thrusts of the Texas Teacher Center Project was
to conceptualize and field test performance-based-teacher eacatioh pro-
grams in pilot situations and contribute to a statewide effort to move
teacher certification to a performance base.. By the inclusjon of the
national component in the Project, the Texas Project made it possible for
all efforts in the nation related to performance-based teacher education
to gain national visibility. More important, it gaveytdithe nation a
central forum where continuous study and further clarification of the
performance-based movement might take place.

While the Texas Teacher Center Project is of particular interest to
"AACTE's Performance-Based Teacher Education Committee,'the services of
the Committee are available, within its resources, to all states, colleges
and universities, and groups concerned with the improvement of preparation
programs for school personnel.

<CI
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